
Do you have problems plaguing you? Are demands being made upon you? Do you seem to 
lack the good things necessary to make your life happy and pleasant? ’

If so, then stop thinking about your problems and start counting your assets. You have 
enough to meet the need. If you doubt this, it's because you are unaware of the resources 
that lie within you, When you came into this world, you brought with you enough assets to 
meet any demand that might be made upon you.

Perhaps your mistakes or shortcomings have blinded you temporarily from seeing your 
assets, or perhaps you have forgotten to take stock of your assets recently. When you 
need help for yourself, or you want to help someone else, it is always wise to consider 
your assets carefully before you do. You will find that you are richer by far than you 
ever dreamed of being.
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First of all, you have tremendous asset in your ability to be loving. No matter what 
the problem, you can be loving. Love opens doors; it sustains and comforts. Begin now to 
be the loving person you are capable of being.

Another asset is understanding. Push back the clouds of ignorance and doubt by calling 
forth your ability to understand. Hurts, slights, misconceptions, and injustices will melt 
in the sunshine of understanding. Realize that motives can be good, but their expressions 
sometimes can be warped. Seek to understand the goodness of character in yourself and 
others. Understanding promotes goodwill, peace,integrity and cooperation.

Another great asset you can use is wisdom. You have the privilege of deciding whether 
to meet your problem with prejudice, careless decision, or with wisdom and good judgment. 
Wisdom lights the path to health and prosperity. It adjusts difficulties and brings peace 
of mind.

An asset you may not fully realize you have is your ability to be courageous. You may 
feel afraid, but courage is an inner asset you can rely on. Despite your fears, face the 
issues of life with courage. You will find you can do it if you will but try. You will 
be surprised at how quickly your effort to be courageous melts your fears. Courage 
knocks on the door to success and breaks the bonds of timidity and lack of self-confidence.

And then you have God as your supreme asset. You can always turn to Him. It is God 
within you that is your love, understanding, wisdom and courage. This is why you can always 
depend on your assets. In the last analysis, they are God Himself.

These are but a few of your assets. You have many more - patience, kindness, honesty, 
diligence, cheerfulness* They make the credit side of your life"s ledger outweigh the 
debit side. And, unlike physical assets which become depleted when used, your inner 
assets actually increase with use. The more love you express, the more love you have to 
express. The more courage you call forth, the more courage is left in reserve.

So don't say that a problem can't be solved before you have counted your assets and put 
them to work. When you put them to work, no problem can be too great for you. You will 
handle any problem successfully, and will grow because of the experience,
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Two men on a plane flight from Europe were looking down on the ocean from a great height.
One said thoughtfully, "My goodness! That's a lot of water down there." The other agreed, 
and the first man continued. "And do you realize, that's just the top of it!"

In most cases, what we see is "just the top of it," just the appearance, just the surface 
of life. But there are great depths, depths of meaning, depths of growth, depths of quiet 
and peace, depths of love and harmony. There is always much more to life than appears on 
the surface, and the depths give motive and meaning to life.

Have you ever stopped to think, even when the surface of the ocean is beaten by winds and 
disturbed by great waves of passing ships, there are always depths where there is calm?
The surface view is always "just the top of it". There is much more to any situation than 
appears on the surface and the depths carry many potentialities of good beyond man's 
greatest imagining.
Approaching any situation in your life, you can say, as the traveler did, "That's just 

the top of it!" and then you can set yourself to discover the deeper meaning, the reality, 
the untapped potential that is hidden in every happening.
There is always a reason, somewhere beneath the surface, why certain things come about. 
Discover the cause, and if it is an unhappy thing, you can avoid a repitition of the ex
perience in the future. Cn the other hand, if it is good, you will know how to bring about 
similar conditions in the future. Dive into the depths, find the meaning of an experience, 
and you will be able to fit it into your life in the right way.

Also, beneath the surface, you will discover elements of good, each fulfilling a certain 
function in C-od's universe. Some of them may be unknown and unexpected, but you'll never 
find them if you just look at life from the outside. You have to delve deep to learn to 
find the blessing in every situation. Sometimes you must dig for the answer you seek,but 
it is there. It is always there, waiting to be uncovered by the one who is willing to search.

When you come to any condition or situation with the desire to know more, to discover a 
greater meaning to life, and to bring forth good from the depths, you will find that life 
responds to your desire. There is always much more good than appears on the surface, and 
the one seeks will find it.
As you look down your road of life, look past the appearance. You are here for a divine 

purpose. If this were not so, you would not be here. You are living for some special 
reason! So ignore the illusion of limitation and go on trusting God to show you the way 
through to your highest goal. And you can be sure He will!
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Tonight and tomorrow might on the Voice Of Unity we are going to discuss "Our True 
Birthright".
First of all, what do we mean by our birthright? Webster’s dictionary says that birthright 
is "any right...to which a person is entitled by birth...essentially the r g s ! ,
, f ti,fi firstborn." The first part of the definition applies to me and you an^ °
£ £  wii h a Srson is entitled by birth.” The latter part of the def-
initio^undoubtedly refers to the sort of rights Esau sold to his younger brother, Jacob, 
for a meal of pottage.

Actually, I think, Esau sold much more than his inherent right to property or possessions.
He^traded^something*spiritual for something physical. He Isaac,
•satisfaction. His true birthright was far more than an inheritance from his iather, isaa 

S f i S h r i g h t a i k e  Esau-sf is this, We are a child of God and therefore „e are the
immediate heir to all that the Father is and has#
¥e can experiement to see how and where we have been selling onr birthright* 

we sold i t T r ?  Can we refuse to sell it? Can we stand firm and not sell any part 01 it? 
S t ’s think for a moment about Myrtle Fillmore, co-founder of^the Unity movement.^ As a 
eirl she bad believed in an inheritance from her family— an inheritance o P - ", * *
A lecturer’s remarks ^ave her the idea that in reality she was God’s child and her true 
inheritance was from Him. She held fast to that idea an<i, «  jany ofm^s of
wonderful health for years and years after that, eventually she bee- me t ® , ,
Unity School, now located near Kansas City,Missouri. Myrtle M t a c w >  P™ve elJ ® 0 
inherited good health from God, regardless of appearances,, She reiused to sell
birthright.

Such a realization can help us* in our resolve not to sell.- ^  . ^ t c f o S ^ h o u g h t f a n d  
part of it? our birthright of health, happiness and plenty. let s watch o ^ ^ b t  
our words. When we catch ourselves thinking on the negative side, le„ s stop immediately 
I Z  affirms "I will not sell my birthright." If we do this, without a doubt, we shall 
soon find that we are stirring up new power within ourselves, power we have not b.en
conscious of before.

Trv this experiment. Actually you have inherited all that the Father has. lou ^ 
haveVto worry about the seeming lack of any good because you already Possess all good 
your divine inheritance. For instance, if you wish for more wisdom, start affirming.
"God in me is infinite wisdom. I have inherited wisdom fromjkjri.

that your thoughts are good thoughts, constructive thoughts, helpful to you and to ot 
as well.

Do tune in tomorrow night, my friends, and we shall conclude our discussion of*■ "Our 
True Birthright."
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Tonight we are continuing our discussion of "Our True Birthright". What is it that gets
us off the track most of all? No doubt it is a readiness, whether we are aware of it or
not, to sell our birthright of good for something less than good. When we think thoughts 
of illness, of trouble or lack, we are forfeiting our birthright of health and happiness 
and abundance.
A major problem that bothers almost everyone of us is personal pride. So often we feel 

sorry for ourself and angry at the other person. We may try to excuse our attitude by 
saying, "I'm just sensitive and I can't help it."
A certain woman made a wonderful demonstration over this sort of thing when something 

she thought was unjust and unfair and hurt her feelings very much. She prayed, and this 
thought camdto her: "Christ in me exalts me." Holding that thought, she was quickly lifted
above personal pride and felt only thoughts of love and blessings.

To this woman's affirmation, "Christ in me exalts me," we may add, "I will not sell my 
birthright," and let negative thoughts be gone. Now i^0|pmething is said or done that 
seems to hurt your pride, make up your mind instantly/lo°sell your birthrigh^pf peace of 
mind by becoming hurt or angry. Declare at once, "Christ in me exalts me."
What other things do we do to get us off the track? What are the "the little foxes that 

spoil the vineyard?"
Perhaps gossip is one of the worst of these. It is easy to slip into the habit of 

gossiping before you realise it. It also is easy to stop gossiping if you just curb your 
curiosity about the other fellow's personal life. Let it alone; that is his workshop.
Your personal life is your workshop, and you do not care to have other people meddling in 
it or invading its privacy.
Naturally, you know a lot of things that other people do in their personal lives, some 

of which would not appeal to you, but why talk about it? Your time is valuable. It can 
be spent bn something good.
After you watch yourself for a day or two, it becomes easier to refrain from gossiping. 
Negative thoughts seem to lose their importance and their power over you. As you practice 
replacing every negative thought with one of blessing, you become more alert to the good.
The instant you start to think or speak or act negatively it is almost as if some inner 
prompter warns? "Look out, there's danger ahead." Then is the time to stop right where 
you are and reaffirm your agreement with God. "Father, I will not sell my birthright. Help 
me to stand firm."
Wien you visit a lovely garden, you see the beauty of flowers and trees and scent the 

fragrance in the air. You avoid the thorns on the rose bushes and ignore any weeds. Do 
the same in life, every day, every moment. Give attention to the good and beautiful, to 
that which you can love and share and enjoy.

Think about God as your loving Father and think of yourself as His child. Make a 
covenant with God that you will do the best you can, depending upon Him always to keep r 
the door to your divine inheritance wide open. Do your part, don't sell your birthright 
of good, and trust God to do His part.
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Hax’-e you ever felt that you were the only person in the world 
with problems? Well, my friend, there is some comfort to be had in 
knowing that you are not the only person with problems. Problems are 
very much a part of life, No one is immune from them. Knock on any 
door on any house in any town or city and you*11 find behind that door 
a person, like yourself, with problems.

The important thing to be considered is not simply the fact that 
we have problems, but, rather, why do We have them and what is the 
attitude we should take in meeting them?

There are several ways of looking at the reason for having problems. 
First, we can say they are the work of fate or destiny. But if we 
choose to see them as such, we are saying that all is predestined and 
that, therefore, we have no free choice. This possibility must be 
ruled out since ws know that free will is God*s greatest gift to man.

Another possibility is saying that problems happen simply by chance. 
In this case we would also be saying that there is no order or system 
in the universe. But scientists attest to the fact that this is'a 
systematic and orderly universe. In other words, everything happens 
for a reason. Therefore, seeing problems as the result of chance must also be ruled out.

Another consideration— and the one which we believe to be the 
correct one---is that our problems are the results of certain causes that 
we have set inimotion through our thoughts, words, and actions. This 
possibility is definitely in keeping with our belief in an orderly universe in which all activity is based upon the law of cause and effect. 
But while this viewpoint makes more sense than the first two, it still 
has a limiting aspect in that it sees problems as something negative—  as the results of negative causes on our part.

The best way to look at problems, then, is not to see them as 
problems at all, but as something positive, right and necessary for our 
soul growth. Life would have little meaning without them, regardless 
of how wonderful we think it would be if we were problem free.

I once heard Dr. Norman Vincent Peale say, while addressing a group 
of Unity ministers, ‘’The more problems you have, the more you’re alive.” 
Isn't this a wonderful way of looking at problems? It Implies that the 
person who has many problems Is truly involved with life. And that 
person can only grow and benefit from his problems if he chooses to meet them In a positive frame of mlnd0

So, friends, let’s start looking at our problems not as negative 
experiences we wish we could be rid of, but as exciting challenges to 
meet; opportunities for growth, if you will; or stepping stones along the 
path of spiritual unfoldment that lead only to the greater good. As we 
encourage and develop this new attitude toward our problems, we will find 
that we are able to work our way through them all the sooner to an abiding sense of peace, joy and well-being.
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There are many lessons to be learned by man, and each experience of adversity or diffi
culty is an opportunity to learn, a chance to discover new truths, new ways, that will 
enrich your whole life. Don't concentrate on your problem and think how hoptl@§siitii§. 
Instead, let the challenge take you straight to God, to learn of Him, to apply His ways and 
His ideas in your life.
Eleanor Roosevelt, a truly remarkable woman, had a philosophy, "You must do the thing you 

think you cannot." Mrs. Roosevelt did many things in her lifetime that were not easy.
Why should it be so important to accomplish something which apparently cannot be done? 

Because it is through our most difficult accomplishments that we truly grow and unfold our 
potential. If we spend our life‘doing only the easy thing, the things we have done many 
times before, we fail to explore the new ideas of growth that await us. Mrs. Roosevelt 
felt that the words living and learning were synonymous. And so they are, when we desire 
to understand living in its deepest, richest sense. If we are to live fully, we must tackle 
the job that seems impossible. Life is growth, and for growth there must be learning.

No one ever stands still. The one who tries to avoid difficult experences by staying in 
the same old rut and doing the things that he can do easily, doesn’t really stand still. He 
slides backward. Motion is a part of the plan of the universe, and no one, no matter how 
he tries to maintain the status quo, can ever stay in one place.

Of course, life is really lived in the mind. It is here that man chooses his goals and 
decides what he can or cannot do. Limitations are not placed on us from without. They 
come from within, where we draw our own mental picture of our capabilities.
We must learn to believe that we can accomplish, instead of limiting ourself to the 

results of certain past experiences. We do this first in mind, simply by deciding that the 
thing we thought couldn’t be done, can be done, and in fact must be done, as a part of our 
own growth and development.
Too often we look upon ourself as a mediocre person rather than a champion. It is never 

necessary to settle for mediocrity in life. Each one of us has within him the seed of 
championship, and the real champions are the ones who have learned to meet the challenges 
in life and overcome them. Those who have developed the seed of greatness within themselves 
are set apart only by the fact that.they have learned to overcome.
Many people know certain mechanic ŝ pf playing the game of life, just as many players know 

the mechanics of tennis*or baseball or any of the other popular sports. But the ones who 
achieve are the ones who have the heart to continue past every discouragement, the ones who 
believe in their ability to be triumphant, no matter what comes.
Many times the greatest champions are those who have most to overcome. They try harder, 

perhaps, because they have further to go.
You don't have to be content to settle for mediocrity.' You can learn to overcome every 

barrier and become the real champion you were designed to be. You can succeed when you are 
willing to work past whatever challenges arise in your life.
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Is your world gloomy and disappointing today, causing you to complain and criticize? Or 
is it bright and shining, encouraging you to express gratitude and gladness for life and 
love and all things good?
Whatever the conditions or appearances in your life, practice looking for the good, 

praising the good, and giving thanks for it. Doing this will keep you so busy that you 
won't have time to condemn, complain, or criticise. We should never permit ourselves to 
become "self-appointed critics". And not only that, we should be just as careful that we 
don't condemn ourselves, as well as other persons or things.

You can keep much good from yourself simply by criticizing and condemning yourself# If 
you feel you have made a mistake, don't criticize yourself for it. Instead, forgive and 
praise yourself that you have profited by the lesson and that you don't have to repeat the 
experience. It wasn't your real self that made the mistake; it was only your own miscon
ception or perception of conditions. So above all things, don't criticize yourself*.

Whenever you are tempted to blame yourself, to say that it was your fault and that you 
are to blame, do an "about-face" and begin to praise yourself for some good quality you 
know you possess. You know you have some good qualities and likely you know what they are. 
So praise yourself for them. Profit from your experiences so you won't have to repeat them.

Few of us are entirely free from the habit of condemnation of burselves and others. The 
habit of criticism seems to'be1 deeply rooted An the race consciousness. We indulge in this 
habit without realizing what we are doing. And when we get'the negative results in our 
bodies and affairs, forgetting the negative power we have exercised, we look around to see 
what person or thing could have caused our trouble. We try to place the blame on someone 
else, but if we are wise we shall search ourselves, not in order to condemn our short
comings, but to change our line of thought, as well as our line of talk. The surest way to 
form a habit that will counteract the old habit is to practice giving thanks and praising. 
Let's not condemn the potential good that is ours. Let's not say that people won't co
operate with us. Instead, let's thank God that all people are divinely endowed with a 
spirit of cooperation. ‘
Words of praise and thanksgiving are constructive, upbuilding, and prospering. Remember 

this ? when you feel like ’finding fault, stop and consider whether or not you can afford to 
indulge in this expensive pastime.
Let's remember to praise— to praise instead of condemn, to bless instead of criticize, 

to look for the good instead of the evil. Much of the world right now is like a starved, 
homeless puppy, eager for love, for care and attention, yet fearful of expecting it. So 
let's remember to give love, to give praise, to give our blessing to any situation and to 
every person in the world, whether we feel that person is working for or against good. The 
whole world craves good, so let's help satisfy this craving by being a giver of good only.
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Are you afraid of something in your life? Does this fear loom up in your mind so that 

it seems like a giant and crowds out all that makes living worthwhile?
Most of our fears are groundless and are simply the product of our imagination, or they 

are a matter of perspective. Most of them are no worse that a gnat, which seen at a close 
range, looms up large and appears like a strange, ferocious beast, causing us momentary 
fright until we realize what it is.
When we analyze the thoughts and emotions that seem to possess us, we take away their 

power, thus freeing our bodies, minds, and affairs from their paralyzing effects.
There is only one way to find release from fear, and that is to replace it with courage 

and to dare to do what is right no matter how much we may feel like shrinking from doing 
so. There always comes a time when we must face facts to see what can be done to change 
them if they are not in accordance with our highest desires. "Facts" are not always 
spiritual realities, but they must be considered. We must avoid the "ostrich attitude" if 
we would advance spiritually. The ostrich is said to bury its head in the sand when danger 
threatens. It takes courage to face one's self and one's thought processes with an eye to 
their correction if we may be wrong about some things. But this kind of divine daring is 
necessary if we are to overcome our fears.
We owe the progress of our civilization to >. the courageous men and women who face what 

they fear. Consider the scientists in various fields of research who, in their experimen
tation with dangerous chemicals or gems, labor so faithfully, for the benefit of mankind. 
These brave men and women are much like those pioneers who, with only the possessions they 
were able to load into carts and wagons, set out for unknown and uncharted lands. But 
the men and women who gave in to their fears and refused to go forward did not share in the 
triumphs and satisfactions that were accorded those who valiantly faced the dangers and 
overcame them at whatever cost to themselves.
Not only do we need the pioneering spirit in order to face outer dangers, we need courage 

to face the often frightening, uncharted depths of the mind— our own subconsciousness.
This is where our most subtle fears originate. The subconscious* part of the mind is a 
storehouse of outworn theories, superstitions, old hurts, and tragedies that the individual 
is trying to forget. He, therefore, clamps- the lid on these fearful specters which have 
a habit of presenting themselves to him when he becomes quiet. But most of us sooner or 
later come to a point in our lives where we find it imperative to face these subconscxous- 
giants and overcome them, otherwise they stand in our way when we are trying to live a 
happy, confident, and courageous life. This is a process much like clearing out a dis
ordered desk. All those ideas that have outlived their usefulness must be put in their 
place if we ever are going to achieve happiness and peace of mind.

If you want to be free of your fears, first analyze them and then face them with courage. 
Don't hesitate to weed out old ideas, removing such negation as jealousy, intolerance, 
condemnation, and hatred, and establishing in their placd thoughts of love, peace, and joy.
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Judge your life, your world, and other persons by appearances, and you will discover that 
appearances can deceive. Things are not always as they appear to be.

Have you ever looked down a road to a far horizon? The road seems to come to a point and 
disappear. But travel the road and you find that the appearance deceived you. The road 
continues far beyond that place where it seemed to com© to a point of nothingness.
Many times people are filled with fears because they judge by appearances. Basing their 
beliefs on past failures or present threats, they look to the future with dread and see 
the road of good, productive experiences coming to an end. They think in terms of some 
person or condition that will stop the flow of good. They believe that just because they 
can't see beyond a certain point, the good must stop there.

We can never see all of what is ahead in life, but we can learn to travel the road day by 
day and find many wonderful blessings along the way. And when we travel God's highway 
according to the best of our ability, we find that, in spite of adverse appearances, in 
spite of seeming setbacks and endings, the road goes far past the horizon of our present 
view of life. It goes as far into the good as we are able to follow— -and then beyond.
God's good never comes to an end. It is only man's understanding and ability to express 
that are limited...limited mostly by man's willingness to believe in endings instead of 
fresh beginnings, fences and bounderies instead of an endless expanse of good,-threats and 
dangers instead of harmony and peace.

God has provided a road to be traveled, a road that will lead to growth and advancement, 
to prosperity, health, love, and wisdom. But he leaves it up to man to travel the road, to 
go where he will on the highway of life. God even gives man freedom to back up, stop, 
dawdle along the way, or take a detour.

Do you think that another person can close your road of good, keep you from reaching your 
goal of a happy, more prosperous life? This is not so. If you fail to go ahead by fearing 
possible setbacks, then you yourself, judging by appearances, are putting off your own good. 
No other person can keep you from a better life, except as you believe that he can and let 
this belief keep you from moving forward.

Do you think certain conditions can keep you from reaching your goal? Perhaps you feel you 
are limited because of your education or your financial circumstances. God is not limited, 
and when you put off the ideas of limitation and proceed confidently down your highway of 
life, you'll find new potentialities opening up for you. New opportunities always await, 
but you must travel to meet them.
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1 4 * orde*; experience the fulfillment and happiness we seek in life, we must come to realize that all good comes from God, When we
A b s o l ^  G n J n P? S X ro![e receive4.°J1y good, for that is His true nature—  hand! * 5 we expect to receive only water when we turn thehandle of a drinking faucet, so we expect only good when we turn to God,

ometimes we tend to think that trouble, lack, any form of limitation 
comes from God as a punishment or to teach us a lesson. But such is not 
the case, for God, being Absolute Good, cannot act contrary to His true 
nature. The negative things we experience in life, therefore, are not 
of God or some independent negative force such as the "devil," but result from our own lack of understanding concerning divine law.

When we^look to God as the true source of all our supply, then any 
need we may have will ultimately be fulfilled by Him. If we are looking 

agenoies as the source, then we are seriously affecting the 
f£,God ? &ood into our lives. There is only one source, God, and 

our^ood112 elSe iS a ch£innel through which He may work to manifest
. ..If we are looking for greater health, then let's recognize that Godis the source of our health. Doctors and other medical agents areth-
instruments or channels through which God may work so that the health" we seek may manifest itself. ne.axun
OQ 4.uIf'we desi*e Sweater financial prosperity, then let's turn to God as the source of our supply. He will supply it either in cash? through'

un?xPe°t®d channels, or by revealing ideas to us which we?h can develop and unfold profitably.
Turning?!! r L are d°okins for s°meone to buy or rent property we own. 
us tht s°urcf of a11 our good, we can trust Him to bring

l S pa?ty tQgether at the right time so that a just and profitable transaction can be effected that will benefit everyone.
Possibly it is work that we are seeking. In this case let's look to 

God as our true employer, while at the same time affirming that th^re" is
posSSJ? emBv°bJfu?ho 1S lo?kins f°r someone with the exact talents"we possess. By being open and receptive to the channel divine wisdom has
prepared for us, we will soon find ourself gainfully and happily employed.
we should fi^sta?oo? Jo t>e working and it is a raise in pay that we want,e should first look to Qod as the source and then realize that through 
our work we are giving service first to God and then our employer B ^
ourdraise?iS attltude toward God and our work, we shall shortly have 7

And, finally, if it is some intangible we seek, such as h»rmino,** 
peace of mind, or a sense of well-bein|, then he”  tio“ e c L ^ S S  ?o ’God and expect our prayer to be answered* .

Whatever the need* friends* let*s always turn to God 
source and fulfillment of all our good, ^ S . ' S S u ’nSE; J^di^pointed
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Our message tonight is about now— the present time— right now! Have you ever made glowihg 

and enthusiastic plans for something in the future only to find that, in spite of your plans, 
things didn’t work out? No doubt all of us have. And what seems strange is that by the 
time the_.planned events come to pass, our enthusiasm has usually waned or disappeared alto
gether. Then we don't experience the joy and satisfaction we thought we would.

attention
Most of us devote too much/to the future. We miss the pleasure of present events while 

planning the details of future events.

I’m reminded of the story of three men who were working in a field one day when it began 
to rain. It looked like and all-day downpour so the men started for the house about a half 
mile away. On the way they had to cross a small stream. Ordinarily it was nothing more than 
a large ditch, but now it was swollen considerably by the torrential rain. The men approached 
thb stream and prepared to jump across it.

The first man took a few quick steps and leaped across the stream. The second man did 
likewise. The third, however, began to back away from the rushing water to get a good start. 
He kept backing until he was more than a hundred feet from the stream. Then he ran with all 
his might. But by the time he was ready to jump, he was so exhausted that he landed in the 
middle of the swirling water.

Likewise, most of us spend so much time and energy preparing for future events that we lose 
our enthusiasm before the events actually occur. The majority of us plan and talk so much 
about things we are going to do in the future that we dissipate our powers of achievement.
This talking too much about our future plans is like backing one hundred feet from the stream. 
It wastes the very energy we need to accomplish thdthings we plan to do.

Perhaps the most objectionable part about giving too much attention to the future is that 
it robs us of many pleasures of the present. We devote altogether too iauch of today’s 
energy to worrying about tomorrow's problems. Today, insurance of all kinds seems to be 
popular with most persons. Many persons carry so much insurance against future discomforts 
that they may almost go hungry in order::to pay their insurance premiums. They make them
selves unhappy now in trying to keep from being •unhappy in the future. Some of us put away 
so much money for a "rainy day" that we don't have sufficient clothes to keep us warm,or the 
proper food to nourish our bodies. This may seem the right thing to dov but it isn't what 
Jesus said to do. He advised us to take no thought of tomorrow. "Behold the birds of the 
heaven, "said He, "that they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into bams; and your 
heavenly Father feedeth them." .

The only way to find peace and security in the future is to live fully in the present, by 
giving attention to God now. "Now is the acceptable time", and the time to live happily, 
fully and freely!
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rr.,:;.s.r:rss:x ksvhks s *
to a big startrefullPifed t0 atte®pt something, we usually get off0? f as re i et ln-become disenchanted. We may begin to ti rJ nJ +-£ften a tendencY to 

remind ourselves that bv rf sti evi no* t?t+-k a point we must
s t r a t l o n ,  and t t ie n ^ e  w L A ^ M  Z  S l ^ C H ^ r T ” -
mortal eyes, l s ^ / b u r S e M e v 6* "Gen*us» that P°»er which dazzles 
be that those whom^istorv ha^con^fr!3'S ^lsgufse»" H°w true it may achieved their fame orim«r>nTr -k °nside£®d Seniuses and successes
might have felt like^esisting.6 aUSS th®y kept persistinS when they
the wSls oi J h f a p o S l i r P a u ^ V S ^ ? '  *5“  °°?tlnulng, lefs heed success m  that he SCrl-d Dd?14.of Persistence and a great
known world and established an S n L a t t o n  ?hl oSfs?fath^ theSto insure the ongoing of +ha+ meoL uza „on» tile Christian Church,
th e  P h i l i p p i c s ”  °b S !  one S S L ?  ? a f  V  Wr° h  he in  h l s  le fc te r  t o

£  M s

m f C S C C i f g o r t , ha s Sh r w r ? C f  S" n ° !  th a *
?h?l°s°?.»0rk ln 7°U trlng It to completion” ? £ £ % £  of°JeCr
we caneI c c o m p u C ’C y  g ^ Ŝ n/ erfiStenfe and "kicking to it." 
beautifully and briefly spells ? C  t h e A m p C t a n e l C f J S S J l e n C A *

E ducation^w i 11 ̂ n o t^ * th e ^ o r  1 d ̂ s  Uf  u 11 o f ^ T  \ V*°JeTh-
P e r s is t e n c e  and d e te r m in a tio n  -a lone L f o ^ p o ^ n t ^ ^ 1 1 ^ 8 *

problems S ° ? “  t a C C a c e . ^ 8 solTedan* always « U 1 solve the
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Mark Twain once said, "The Scripture passages that bother me most are the ones I understand"

Some people worry about obscure passages of the Bible that they are not able to understand, 
but probably everyone understands the more important passages. There is hardly anyone 
who does not understand the Golden Rule.

"Whatever you wish that men would do to you, do so to them." This rule is simplicity 
itself, yet it is of tremendous importance in our daily living. Everyone follows it at 
times, but few of us apply it in all phases of our living. Yet the Golden Rule offers 
the surest way of prosperity.

J. C. Penny, founder of the chain of department stores, said concerning his success: 
"Christian parents,a great mother, a devoted wife and family, and adherence to an appli
cation of the Golden Rule have been responsible for my success in a material way."

The Golden Rule spells out a practical way of action that can and should reach into every 
phase of your life, including your efforts to obtain prosperity. But there are too many 
sincere^hard-working men and women who forget the Golden Rule when it comes to their 
financial affairs. The tendency, especially in these days of speculation, is to feel that 
competence and skill in one’s work are the most important factors in increasing income.

Physical and mental skills are important, but the man in business and the man working on 
the job, the woman selling cosmetics and the woman taking dictation in an office, all need 
a broader outlook. They need to realize that their relationships with their fellow beings 
are even more important than skill on the job. To understand the other fellow, to be able 
to work witfthim, is the road to real and lasting prosperity.

There is a story told of three young men who were very much in love with the same girl.
They decided that two of the suitors must be eliminated. Since the girl herself did not 
want to choose, they agreed on a plan. All three of them were to leave town for a month. 
During their absence each was to send the girl a choice expression of his love for her.
The one stipulation was that the cost was not to exceed $10.00.

One young man sent the girl a puppy. Another sent a beautiful vase which he thought the 
girl would treasure. At the end of the month both of these young men were confident of 
their success. But the girll announced that she was going to marry the third young man.
"I simply could not resist him," she explained, "He sent me a telegram every day saying,
”1 love you." The third young man won because he more accurately was able to put himself 
in the place of his sweetheart and determine what she most wanted~a man who would 
devotedly express his love for her.
The Golden Rule? is a basic rule that you can follow for success in any field. Acquire 
skill in your profession, but also remember the other fellow and try to help him in every 
way that you can. Seek to understand others so that you can find points of agreement with 
them. Truly there are golden results from following the Golden Rule.
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There are many forms of life that are physically mightier than man. If physical might were 
the ruler of the world, the ox or the elephant, or even the humble ant, might be the Lord 
of creation. But nowhere in the world are there powers so great as those that lie within 
man. The great strength.,, of man is in the resources of the inner kingdom of his mind, a 
strength that used unwisely and selfishly brings dissension and want to mankinds but that 
used lovingly and unselfishly, can transform our individual life and bring untold happiness 
and blessings to us and to others.

We destroy ourselves by the misdirection of our inner forces. We redeem ouselves from 
calamity when we acknowledge our own responsibility and work with God to do His will. When 
we allow ourselves to give way to fear, greed, and despair, we get ourselves all involved 
in negative and limited thought, which in turn brings forth negative and limited experiences.
I would like to ■ share with you this evening seven definite steps, based upon the teachings 
of Jesus, that have helped countless persons to lift themselves out of limitation. They are 
simple, direct} they willwork, but only if we use and apply them.

1. We must desire improvement enough to do something about it. Many of us say we want to 
improve, and we do a lot of talking about improving, but we never seem to do anything 
about it. So we must not only desire a change, but set about doing something about it.

2. Make a list of your deepest desires. Read it over every night and morning. This keeps 
the desire ever fresh and uppermost in your mind.

3* Make changes in your list. Try to be sure that what you have written really expresses 
your highest wish and will, but do not be afraid to make changes. To do so, does not 
necessarily mean a wavering of ideas or weakness on your part, but more likely it 

indicates growth and clarity of vision.

h. Think about the fulfillment of your desires and not about the things that seem to be 
obstacles. . .

5. Do what you can, all that you can, and the best that you can, under existing circum
stances. Do not be unhappy because you may be unable to see the complete fulfillment 
of your desires at once. Accept whatever good comes, and determine to carry on, doing 
the best that you can. . •

6. Remember that originally our desires were actually God's desires for us, and we have a 
right to claim our good. It is never God that withholds the fulfillment of our desires.
It is we who have either misinterpreted our desire or the way it should be expressed.

7. Give thanks. Give thanks notonly for your desires as they manifest themselves, but 
even before they appear#

Why not follow these seven definite steps, for they will work if only you use and apply 
them.
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_ Are you an appreciative person? Is it easy for you to appreciate persons and things% 
Or would you rather find fault with them, criticize or condemn them? Is it easier to
r,cJ °U* f°“® food quality of a friend or relative and praise it? Or would you rather 
talk about that person s faults— the way she wears her clothes or neglects her children, 
or even the way she gossips about other persons?

True appreciation is a wonderful thing. If more of us would learn to appreciate more, 
there certainly would be more good, not only in our own affairs, but in the affairs of the world. ,

Check up on yourself. When you count the things you have done for others for which you 
have never received due credit, when you give attention to the circumstances that seem to 
stand between you and your happiness, do you notice that more and more obstacles raise up 
all around you and everything seems to go wrong? Your sense of annoyance or injustice - 
invites these negative conditions. And if you would rid yourself of them, begin by seeing 
something to appreciate. &

Your family and friends may possess characteristics that render them exasperating to 
you at times. But they have other traits that make them admirable. Appreciate them. You 
may have felt that your talents and abilities are less than those of others around you,
2 *  “  secret heart you know there are things that you can do better than they. Even
though they seem to be little things, appreciate them, but if you don't receive due credit 
lor what you do for people,or your motive is misunderstood, appreciate the opportunity to 
express your true self by giving unselfish service. After ali, isn't it the joy of doing, 
01 expressing yourself that counts more than recognition on the part of others?
Make a regular practice of appreciation. Include it as a definite part of your daily 

meditation. Use it all through the day when something comes up that pleases you. Say 
silently to it, |'I appreciate you". Don't think that anything that has brought you joy 
is too small or insignificant to warrant your appreciative attention*

. will follow. They are bound to follow. The little things that used to cause
irritation won t be able to upset you as they once did. The limitation that seemed to 
clutch you in an iron grip will fall away. You will gradually find yourself doing the 
things you have always wanted to do.

Appreciation is one phase of the law of attraction. And we use the law of attraction 
every moment of the day, either consciously or unconsciously. We can't change the law, but 
we can change our thought.- and action so that we can come into harmony with its operation.

Of course, we do express appreciation to some extent. Most everyone does, in some 
manner. But we need to be more scientific and consistent in our efforts. We need to 
give special attention to the practice. Be determined to recognize many things to be 
appreciative of; the results of your efforts will indeed pay you well.
THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of* 
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In this day and age, as in all days and ages, man meets challenging times, both'individ

ually .-and collectively. He often debates whether his challenges are more serious than 
someone else's. This type of debate seems pointless, to say the least. What really 
matters is a better understanding of the present need and a sure realization that he has 
within him the ability to meet the need,

A business man once stated:"There are certain things about my business practice that I 
greatly dislike. I dare not analyze them too closely in the light of what I know in my
heart to be right or I would not sleep at night. But what can I do?" In the business

. world you are forced to meet competition, if you would survive. The times declare that it 
rniist be dog eat dog. I don’t like it, but I can't do anything about it. It's just the 
way things are today in the market place."

It is really sad that much of what we think of as sordid aspects of life originate-, in
conforming to "what is being done". How many young people fall into habits of various ex
cesses simply because "everyone is doing it?" And how many parents passively accept these 
things in their children's lives with^rationalization:"What can you do? It is just the 
standard of living today."

not
There a few persons who are/in some way swept into conformity with the times. How many 

of us succumb to the subtle appeal of the advertisers, and thus invest needless money in 
cars, lawnmowers, and all kinds of gadgets that are far more than our simple needs require, 
simply because one is not accepted socially unless he lives "graciously". In essence we 
are saying, "One must be of one's time."

But what if one's time is wrong? What really counts in the individual life and the life 
of society is not the passing fancy, but the ultimate level toward which we are moving.
The important consideration should not be "What is being done this season?" but rather 
"What should be done considering the eternal standard, the Christ standard?"

We all succumb at times to the temptation to condone our mistakes and weaknesses with 
the thought "After all, I am only human. The Christ standard is toor.lofty. It is more 
than I can attain. Besides, why should I drive myself so? Everyone makes mistakes." But 
the greatest mistake is in believing we are "only human". We may be human in consciousness, 
in the degree to which we accept and express the infinite possibilities that are ours as 
children of God, but we are divine in creation and limitless in potentiality. Happiness 
can never be achieved through passively conforming to the way of the world with the thought, 
"One must be of one's time". Only when we live by the Christ standard of excellence do we 
experience the fulfillment of Jesus' promises.

The world today needs courageous people who will stand steadfast despite pressure to 
conform to human expediency, people who will ask thems^^and their associates the question 
"But what if one's time is wrong?" We may well affirm, "Let there be wisdom in our times 
and let it begin with me." Let us affirm for ourselves that we have the strength of God 
within us through every moment of every day, and that we will resist the pressures of 
economic and social life that seek to drive us to conformity with standards of ̂ thinking 
and living which are less than the standards of our own indwelling Christ.
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Life is for living and living is growing. The thing that makes the difference between 
youth and age is the attitude with which we face the daily challenges to growth. A lit€le 
child is willing to risk his all in'.every learning experience. He has an incredible number 
of failures, but he picks himself up and tries again or moves on to something more intrigu
ing. But with each added year his wilingness to risk failure diminishes. By middle age 
most of us confine ourselves to things we know we can do and avoid the things which we have 
failed or have never tried.

It is frightening to see how we progressively narrow the scope of our lives with maturity. 
We settle on a very few interests. We select a small number of people with whom we associ
ate, and we develop set ways of doing things. We settle on a religion and/or a political 
belief, not as much by conviction as for convenience.

Occasionally some sudden, even tragic, changes break the stark pattern of our lives and 
reveal how much we had been caught in the comfortable web we had woven around us. ;Lln 
great crises such as war or depressions, many have been forced to break the pattern of 
their lives and have discovered within themselves resources they had/SSown to exist. But 
the sad thing is that so many go through their lives only partially aware of the full range - 
of their inner power, content to live what is only half a life.
Education has always been the finest way to challenge the person to break out of his 

imprisonment in the channels of least resistance. Many have found higher awareness of 
their potentialities through formal education. But education is not simply a textbook and 
a teacher. The world is the most exciting classroom, and often the most significant 
process of learning begins where commencement leaves off.

Paul says, "Stir up the gift of God which is within you." The gift is within you because 
you are a spiritual being, but you must believe it and act upon that belief. The oppor
tunities for growth through learning are everywhere, but you must become as a little child 
and invest yourself despite the risk of failure. There is^no happiness in any other way 
than through constantly reaching. Your arms of faith and wisdom may be too short, but keep 
reaching. As Browning says, "A man's reach should exceed his grasp, else what's a heaven 
for?" It is only by reaching that we keep young. One does not grow old; when you stop 
reaching for the highest, you are old.

Josh Billings says, "It is not only the most difficult thing to know oneself, but the 
most inconvenient one, too." We emplpy a variety of clever devices for running away from 
ourselves. We can keep ourselves too busy, fill our lives with so many diversions, stuff 
our heads with so much knowledge, and.involve ourselves with so many people that we never 
have time to probe the wonderful world oi/95n spiritual depths.
-— When a chicken awakens to the fact that it is being cramped inside the eggshell, it is 
natural to.peck itself out. Suddenly it is in a wonderful world filled with worms and 
seeds, and with many adventures it didn't have while in the shell. It takes the chick but 
a few minutes to break a shell. Man finds it more difficult to break his shell of 
inadequacy and fear. But there is always a wonderful world awaiting.
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Faith in God does not make God work in or for us. Rather it is 
the action of God working in us that gives us faith. The power by 
which we can do all that we-want to do is already within us, an all- 
sufficiency in all things. There is never a shortage of inner cower; 
only in the will to believe. Faith does not magically create wisdom 
and strength, or healing power. It draws upon that which is ever-present. 
This is what omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipotent really mean.

It takes daring to turn on the creative power of believing. Uncon
sciously we don't want to be in the position of backing a losing horse.
We want to believe, but we lack the courage to commit ourselves to 
launch out. We may take a superficial stand, speak a word of Truth, 
then^launch out in the manner of believing.. But when things fall apart, 
and they always do in these circumstances, we say, "Well, to tell you 
the truth I had a feeling that this wouldn’t work." This "Okay-I’11- 
glve-it-a-try-but-I-don’t-think-it-will-work" attitude will invariably produce failures. *

We like to talk about "The practice of the presence of God," It 
is a beautiful concept. It means the allness of God is present, where-- 
ever we are and in whatever we may need. Believe this, really believe 
it, and plug into it, and "all things are possible." The trouble is we 
more often practice the "absence of God." Our creative believing is 
spasmodic, and usually only in the important things we want to demon
strate. The rest of the time, in the routine experiences of every day 
living, we go about negatively practicing the "absence of God."

The creative power of believing is not just a way of praving, but 
a way of living. The "practice of the Presence" is not just a technique 
1?iinf?5'tation* is a perspective by which we deal with and seeall things. When we deal with things in this way, we begin to get a 
remendous wallop** out of our faith* Our believing becomes a creative 

power; our thoughts stand up at attention as we harness our mental powers.
To the person with an unshakable faith that something wonderful is going to happen, something wonderful is happening. Plug into this 

inner power. Make your faith an affirmative attitude. Assume the 
virtue even_if you do not at first feel it. Go through the motions 
each day and you’ll soon begin to experience the corresponding emotion. 
Soon there will come that feeling that something wonderful is going to 
happen. Let it happen and you will be amazed at the tremendous 
demonstrations of good that will come into your life.
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We are in the midst of the greatest revolution of all times. Many compare it to the * 
fall of Rome, the end of the world, using such words as "destruction". But it will not 
be this. It will be the end of conditions that make up the present world that are no 
longer workable or feasible.

Humanity is going through a total and radical change of thought and approach to 
life. We are revolting! Vie are rising up against conditions in our world. Don't be 
afraid of the term "revolution". Moses, Jesus, Budda and Luther were revolutionists—— 
along with millions of others who have helped to make the old world better. A revolu
tionist is one who refuses to accept things as they are or have been.

We think of the young people as belonging to such a group, but we all do. We are 
all beating at the door of each new day, crying inwardly and outwardly for change, 
for healing, for an end to war, for freedom. There is discontent and uneasiness in 
the world. It is the movement of the Spirit in man that carries him to greater 
unfoldment. This revolution is a complete turn about on the part of every person.

We are in the process of casting off,our allegiance to tradition, to the old ideas 
of good and evil, to our belief in sin. Everyone at some time in life has gone through 
hell, sweat blood, had sleepless nights because, of something they did in the past or 
did not do, something they thought they^houldn't feel because of a teaching handed 
down from those who have gone before. Tradition is the cold grip that holds us back.

But now we are finished with doctrine. Vie are no longer forced to accept patterns 
of religious thought from others. We are searching for our SELF'. We must connect 
with our individual God-self, our pattern, not a pattern set up for us, but our own 
unique pattern.

The new direction of the inhabitants of the earth is inward. No protocol, no rigid, 
long established code of adherence to precedent, or precisely "correct procedure', will 
hamper the new age involvement. Nothing, no past or present set-up or belief can stop 
any human from their knowing and reaching the pinnacle of truth that is their destiny. 
We are coming into an awareness of our True Self. The search for the new age is for 
Self. We are casting off our condemnation of Self, A new pattern is emerging. We- 
must individually rely upon something distinctively ours, something we can accept in 
our own hearts-̂  The wisdom of today says, "YOU MUST FIND YOU", and only through 
experience is this possible.
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In II Kings a widow in dire need was instructed by Elisha tdpour her one pot of oil 
into a number of borrowed vessels. Her oil was increased manyfold and the original 
pot did not decrease. This demonstrates the divine law of abundance. The supply is 
always equal to the demand, but we must make the demand and provide the vessels.

In the hth chapter of Fhillipians, Paul says, "And my God shall supply every need 
of yours according to his riches..." This is the promise of lavish abundance in the 
Universe, and of God's willingness to fill our needs* However even God can't fill 
our lack without our cooperation. Lack is a negative thought. When the mind is filled 
with thoughts of limitation, there is no room for improvement.

If we want water we go to the faucet, turn on the tap, and "my cup runneth over."
If the cup is small, it soon runs over. In the thought of lack we actually hold the 
cup upside down. All the praying in the world will not fill that cup until the thought 
is changed. If the cup is small and inadequate, all the prayer in the world will not 
establish abundance. There must be a bigger cup, a greater demand on supply.

If you need a job, get your mind fixed, not on the empty cup, but on the faucet of 
supply. Let go your bitterness over your previous dismissal, ol* the anxiety about your 
depleting resources, or the fear of continued unemployment. The law says, "the supply 
is always equal to the demand." So there is a right work for you. The promise is,
"God will fill your need." Turn the cup over, change the thought of lack to the 
thought of a need that will be filled.

One cannot use his faith too much or hold too large a vessel under the faucet I If 
it seems that someone has been impractical, he has probably been stepping out, not on 
faith, but on a charge account. True faith not only lays hold of the object, but it 
claims the supply through which it can be financed.

One way to fulfill the "law and the promise" is the technique called "treasure
mapping" * Cut some pictures out of magazines that outpicture things you would like to 
see manifest in your life. Paste them on a . chart with suitable statements and affir
mations. Frequently dwelling on this "treasure map" will tend to create the vacuum 
that will draw your good to you. It may seem childish, but it works.

So remember, friends, no matter what the particular technique is that you use to 
manifest your good, the law is:"The supply is always equal to the demand." You can 
never call on God for too much, too late. If we open ourselyes to Him, He will supply 
our every need.
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The common view of life is that there is much that is wrong with the world and with 
people. But the healthy-minded approach begins with the promise that good is the 
reality, and the less-than-good that appears is simply the frustration of individual 
potentiality. The "sick soul" (William James'term) sees the less-than-good as a 
static thing that gives rise to disturbed emotions that lead to hostility and war.

Man's great delusion is that he thinks that thoughts are produced by circumstances. 
"He makes me mad." "The morning news has disturbed me." "The problem at the office 
kept me awake worrying all night." The truth is, however, that everyone is as happy 
or calm or positive as he makes up his mind to be. Whatever reaction we have to the 
person or condition, it is our reaction, and it takes place in our mind. Here we 
choose the thoughts and reactions that we desire to have possession of us, and they 
certainly do that.
Mark Twain complained thAt everyone talks about the weather but no one does anything 

about it. But this is not true. We all do something about the weather, dressing 
warmly or lightly, or enjoying it or griping about it. In the same sense we do some
thing about everything-'that comes to us. We ignore some insults and take offense at 
others. We laugh at some things and surrender to others. We make stepping stones out 
of some obstacles, and stumbling blocks of others.
We refer to certain people as "moody", but we are always income kind of mood which 

sets the tone of our experience. Moods are a matter of permitted emotions. Choose 
the mood of joy, of optimism, of peace. This is the healthy-minded approach which ̂ 
insists on keeping the light on, even ; when the world is in darkness. . We are not just 
encouraging unfounded optimism in theface of crises. But we are saying that the 
healthy-minded person who controls his thoughts and chooses his moods will be able to 
act wisely and deciseively in meeting his outer responsibilities.

Choose the mood you want to wear as your mantle for the day. Choose love. Choose 
faith. Choose to see the good in people rather than the evil. Choose to think of 
what's right instead of always emphasising what's wrong. Be a healthy-minded person 
and you will be part of what's right with the world.
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It goes without saying that everyone wants to feel good; no one 
wants to suffer. Suffering, both mental and physical, is not some- , 
thing that happens by chance, nor is it the work of some evil force 
apart from God, for no such force exists. Rather, suffering is the 
result of our holding wrong thoughts about God, life, ourself and others. 
Ironically, one of these wrong thoughts is the belief that we have to 
suffer. The basis for this belief is usually found in the religious 
education we received as youngsters wherein we were taught that suffer
ing is God*s will, or that as unredeemed sinners we deserve.to suffer.
In the light of the Truth teaching', however, we find this to be pure 
nonsense.

There is another reason as to why we may believe that we have to 
suffer, and it has to do with the basic universal law of cause and 
effect. As students of Truth we have learned that what we project into 
the outer world through our thoughts, x^ords, and actions will be returned 
to us in kind. Sometimes we find ourselves sending forth something 
that is negative in character. When this happens we expect to receive 
the same in return, for the law never fails to operate. In other words, 
when we think an unkind thought or say an unkind word about another, 
we know that under divine law someone will think an unkind thought or 
say an unkind word about us.

Now this law is a good law, one that was taught by Jesus and that 
still holds today. We find it mentioned in the Sermon on the Mount 
where Jesus says, "Judge not, that you be not judged. For with the 
judgment you pronounce you will be judged, and the measure you give will 
be the measure you get.” This law makes our universe a systematic one, 
for without it chaos, not order, would be the rule.

However, this law, as Emmet Fox puts it in his book "The Sermon On 
the Mounti” is a law "for matter and mind only." When we appeal to God 
through prayer, we rise above it and are not bound to its usual results. 
This action that transcends the law of cause and effect is known as the 
grace of God, and is the very heart of Jesus' teaching. In the gospel 
of John we read, "For the law was given through Moses; grace and truth 
came through Jesus Christ.”

Very simply, then, this means that when we have put forth some form 
of negativity, either in thought, word or deed, we can call on the grace 
of God and not have to experience the negative results of our actions.
In other words, we don't have to suffer or hurt as the result of certain 
things we have thought, said or done. Now of course we can't play games 
with God's grace. When calling it forth, our intention must be honest 
and our prayer, to be effective, must be sufficient to change our con
sciousness, A n  awareness of the power of God's grace does not give us 
license to do whatever we wish,knowing that through it we may escape the 
suffering, trouble or difficulty that normally result from negative 
causes. Rather, it should make us feel even more responsible for actions.

Think of the grace of God as a sort of spiritual safety switch that 
you can turn on when you need it. So the next time you find yourself 
/crying out, "Lord, get me out of this one," you can be sure that He will. 
"Everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord will be saved." Because of 
this free gift of God we don't have to hurt any more; and that reali
zation should make us all feel good. s
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No life is entirely free from trouble, for life, is change...and there is a persistent 
human tendency to react to change adversely. Man's one problem is his adverse reactions 
to the things he calls problems. Actually, the purpose of life is growth, and the 
difficulty we may be in may well be the opportunity to discover our frustrated inner 
potentialities.

We are often overly impressed with the enormity and gravity of an experience. The 
problem may be big, but through the Divinity within you, you are .bigger. The problem 
may exist, but it is not permanent. We must refuse to accep&pvaluations such as "tragic* 
or "helpless."

Develop the art of looking for the advantage of disadvantage. Write down all the 
advantages you can find in the experience that is disturbing you. You will find many. 
This will direct your thought toward possibilities of solution, toward non-resistance 
and gratitude and faith.

Jesus said, "Agree with thine adversary quickly." This means, see the adversity as 
something to be dealt with in a positive and creative way. ' Neutralize the negative 
reactions with some positive realizations. Through prayer assume the feeling of being 
and having, that which you desire. Affirm your wholeness, your wisdom, your success. 
Someone may say, "I know that God is my help in every need, but..." And this one word 
sums up his problem. This is his adversary. He must reverse it by affirming the 
limitless power of 'Spirit and his oneness with it.

Take a note pad on which a line is drawn across the middle of each sheet, mark the 
symbol of a plus on the side above the line and the symbol of minus below. Make 
notations on the pad through the day about things that happen, but be honest to record 
it above the line if the reaction is positive and below the line if it is negative.
At the close of the day go over the notes and transpose all the minuses into pluses.
You will have to reverse the negative thoughts.-by substituting positive statements.
This won't solve the problem, but it will kepp in sharp focus the fact that the real 
problem is in your thought. And it will provide the key to neutralize the adverse 
thought.

You can reverse adversity. You can "find tongues in trees, books in running brooks, 
sermons in stones and good in everything."
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The biblical account in.the second chapter of Acts of the Apostles* 
experience on the day of Pentecost is apt to give the impression that 
the infilling of the Holy Spirit came to them from some outside source 
and was a special gift reserved for them alone. The truth, however, is 
that the so-called "coming” of the Holy Spirit was really a "releasing" 
of the divine power inherent within the Apostles. This is an experience 
not reserved exclusively for "special people,” but one that is divinely intended to happen to us all.

We, too, can release the divine power inherent within us as the 
Apostles did on that day so long ago. We can do it by first of all 
becoming consciously aware of the fact that it is an essential part of 
our being. Then by affirming a statement such as "The activity of God 
flows in and through me now doing its perfect work,” we will soon find 
that we seem to be possessed of a wonderful power that we didn't think 
we had. -As we feel this activity in us, we will also find that we can 
accomplish things we never thought possible before.

Now’this activity we will be feeling is the activity of God in us, 
and is known in theological terms as the Holy Spirit. It was this activ
ity that the Apostles felt on that day as they suddenly became aware of 
the divine power within them. The realization came with such an impact 
that it caused them to speak and act in a way most peculiar to others.
It was much the same as we might experience when speaking Truth to those 
not familiar with it. "What kind of crazy talk is that?” they might ask.

The activity of God is the only activity in the universe. Ail other 
activity is simply a phase or an aspect of this one basic activity. It 
always works to bring about the highest good incur life. We can block 
its flow by holding false beliefs about ourselves or others, but if we 
let it have its perfect way with us, we will find it has the capacity to 
dissolve all or our false beliefs and pave the way for the coming of greater good into our lives.

The activity of God always works to bring about the higher good 
through channels of God's choosing— and God always chooses to work in-; 
both big and small ways. For example, on a big scale He has chosen the 
United States to be the channel for the greater expression of personal 
freedom. On a smaller scale He has chosen us, individually,, for some 
special work. In John I5:l6 we read: "You did not choose me, but I chose 
you and appointed you that you snould go and bear fruit and that your 
-fruit should abide." Now we may not be the only one who can do the job, 
but we are the best equipped for it, whatever it might be, otherwise we 
would not have been directed by the action of the Holy Spirit toward- "that particular task. .

Friends, we can each have our own personal "Pentecostal experience" by acknowledging the activity of God ini us and letting it flow through 
us to do the special job it has to do. As we remember that we are 
special channels for a special good that God wants to bring to the
world, we will find that we are creating a better world for ourself and our fellow man.
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If a person accepts the idea that sickness is a quirk of bad luck or the result of * 
God’s will, then he may wish for, but not really expect healing. He will make no attempt 
to be other than what he believes himself to be. And sickness is a part of what he be
lieves himself to be.

However, once he catches the idea that he is a spiritual being, created in God's image- 
likeness, he will never again be satisfied until he finds improvement in his health. Not 
only will he work by all the means at his command, but he will command the means, for man 
has resources of which, untilr he arrives at a true appreciation of himself, he is not 
conscious.

There is a general belief that health and sickness are opposites, like God and the 
devil, and that man is caught in the struggle between two opposing forces. We need to 
"catch the idea" that there is only life in varying degrees of manifestation, and that 
what we call sickness is really "struggling health." There is only wholeness being 
experienced fully or in part. An illness is but a partial expression of the Aliness of 
God.

Spiritual healing is not getting God to change something for you. It is changing 
your own limited self-image. Spiritual healing is possible, not because of the work of 
a "healer" or because of intercession with God. It is possible because man is a spiritual 
being. The healing prayer is not for God, but for ourselves. God is Life, and that Life 
cannot be less than whole. It is our acceptance of that life that is limited. The need 
is to condition the whole mentality to the ideaof life that is whole. Through affirma
tion and prayer treatment, and emphasizing positive words, we speak the word of Life to 
the cells and organs of the body. The goal is: Keep on and on until you catch on.
When the idea of your essential wholeness dawns in your consciousness, your "healing 
shall spring up speedily,"

Affirms "Every cell of my body temple bears the imprint of the Life idea. I am now 
one with perfect Life, Life is whole. Life is complete. I can be healed, because I am 
spiritually whole."
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Success is a state of mind! You can be successful because the potential for success 
is the continuation of the divine effort that made you in the first place. But, you must 
know yourself and fulfill yourself as a creative being. You must condition your whole 
mentality to believe in and act upon the belief that you can succeed because the power 
is within you. It is this consciousness that Jesus had in mind when He said, "Unto him 
that hath shall be given." Here are four ways to achieve this consciousness*

Discipline your attitudes. Work to deal with life with vertical thought, creative 
thought. Instead of simply thinking about things as they are, think them into the way 
you desire them to be. When asked "How are you?", say, "Just wonderful," Become.. known 
as the person who always feels wonderful! Let something good be said.

Think-TB&tel The world is always trying to condition you to mediocrity. Get out of 
the shallows of superficial thinking. Reject the belief in lack and discrimination due 
to race, sex, or age. if statistics tell how many fail in. business, determine you will 
be one of the successes. If they say, "There is no future in that job," remember ‘the future 
is in the man, not the job. Confer a future on the job by blessing it.

Find the good in everything. Experiences become to us what we see them as being.
You may not be able to change them, but you can determine your reactions to them. The 
successful person is not one who has never had defeats, only one who has never been defeated. 
Find the good in failure, the lesson in heartache. Don't just earn a living in your work-  
lea rn a living! Then, every experience will be a step forward in the growth process.

Commit yourself to the constancy of growth and change. Stay alive as long as you 
live! This means you must be non-resistant to change. Education cannot end at 
graduation. In a time when jobs are increasingly specialised, everyone must discipline 
himself to reading, study, broadening interests, and mind-expansion. As the life-dpan 
increases, many are finding the limitations of retirement. The new age calls for 
advancement, rather than retirement— into a new profession, going back to school, or 
going into a new creative activity for which you have been preparing through the years.

Expand your consciousness by employing these four steps in your life in some way and 
you'll find that success will be yours.
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Many people remember Greta Garbo not because she was once a movie star, but because slie 
seemed so strange... she dared to want to be alone so much that she built a world in which 
she could be alone.

Every one has a need to be alone at times, but we tend to apoligize for, and conceal; 
whenever possible, that need. Ann Lindbergh, in her book, "Gift From The Sea" says,
"The world today does not understand, in either man or woman, the need to be alone...Any
thing else will be accepted as a better excuse. If one sets aside time for a business 
appointment,a trip to the hair-dresser, a social engagement, that time is accepted as 
inviolable. But if one says: I cannot come because that is my hour to be alone,one is 
considered rude, egotistical, or strange. What a commentary on our civilization, when 
being alone is considered suspect; when one has to apologize for it, make excuses, hide 
the fact that one practices it - like some secret vice."
How often do you practice, this "secret vice''? Every one of us has a deep and compelling 

need for solitude, for quietness. Not only do we not realize this need, but we even poke 
f u n a t  such statements as, "I want to be alone." Anyone who does not constantly mingle with 
people and sustain a perpetual babble of meaningless conversation is thought of as odd, 
unfriendly, a "terrible bore". Parents often become disturbed when a child sits alone in 
his room indulging in some old-fashioned day-dreaming. "There’s something wrong with him" 
the parents ery, "He should be out doing something"', little realizing, of course, that he 
might well be doing the most important thing of his life, exercizing his creative 
imagination, and conditioning his mind to an open relationship with the Infinite.

The child who retreats either literally or figuratively, for a time., after having been 
disciplined, most likely is reflecting on what he did that seemed to cause the disciplin
ary action. Without such reflection, the discipline has no value. Parents should not 
assume the child is "pouting" just because he is quiet. Neither should adults assume that 
after a conflict, when another becomes quiet, that he is necessarily being petulant. In 
the solitude of his own being, he may be making required changes he could make in no other way

One man explained to M s  wife's friend that he had not spoken to his wife in five years 
because he did not wish to interrupt her. Such a one feels uncomfortable with a silence 
that compels him to be alone with his God; he wants either to be talking or to be enter
tained, Many a city dweller has reacted to his first night in the country with the 
statement, "The quiet was so deafening that I couldn’t sleep," Many of our modern 
inventions are designed to keep people from the 51 calamity of being without sound enter
tainment." It is not uncommon to have a radio, record player, or television set in 
every room of a home.

But friends, man is never quite mature, in a spiritual sensesuntil he cultivates the 
silence, this inward stillness,until he realizes his unity with the Infinite and takes 
time regularly to listen to the inner voice.
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"Singing in the Brain" is the title of a well-known song. It can also be a very good 
philosophy for living. Such a philosophy calls for the cultivation of what might be 
called a brave front toward life: imagination to see beyond trouble and realise that
there are always joys in the world, always bright spots underlying depressions, and 
sunlight shining above the clouds. It takes acceptance of the fact that life is composed 
of joys and sorrows, rough and smooth places, disappointments and happy surprises. One 
must see all this and be wise enough to face squarely up to life, dealing with each change 
in its turn. He must build up a reserve of inner strength and courage that will not be 
easily influenced by any outer changes.

Singing in the rain! Jesus, whose conquering Spirit never faltered through disappoint
ment, persecution, and suffering, left for His followers these unforgettable words of 
comfort: "These things have I spoken unto you, that in me ye may have peace. In the
world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good cheer? I have overcome the world,"

In order to be able to sing in the rain, one must be flexible. One must realize that 
there will always be rain— ’that rain is really a wonderful thing and that it frequently 
washes one out of a very dry rut! A too greatly protected life,a life that is never 
shaken out of a well-defined program, a self-centered life, can never know the joy and 
glad feeling of achievement of one whoVings and grows in the rain. If you shut out all 
the unpleasant things of life, you risk missing the supreme satisfaction of the pleasant 
ones* ,

Remember that the kingdom of God is within you, just waiting perhaps for a little heart 
music to release it. The melody of a grateful heart is sweet and lovely. The harmony of 
praise and "glory to God in the highest" and to His Christ within man is powerful to open 
the gates of that kingdom within us, whether the way be dark or bright, circumstances 
difficult or harmonious. And let us always remember that this heavenly music of the heart 
can never be heard by one with the downcast head, the dragging feet. It can never pene
trate through self-pity, through self-condemnation, through criticism or resentment. It 
will always flow softly and clearly into the brave, unselfish heart, making that heart 
feel strong and free and glad.

So sing in the rain, sing in the sunshine, sing from the moun taint ops, sing also from 
the 'valleys! Let all your being sing out that it is good to be alive, good to be a 
beloved child of God, good to be in that army of courageous souls who are working in 
full cooperation with God's good purposes and good will for all His children.
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A child of three asks for many things which a judicious 
same child ten years later may well be allowed to have the 
at age three. The difference is maturity. The same thing 
aoults who ask certain things of God in nrayer.■

parent denies. That 
things he was denied 
may surely be said of

When Jesus said, All things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall 
receive , He was not saying thafye shall necessarily get what we ask for. What He 
said was that when we believe we. shall receive an answer to prayer, we shall receive 
an answer- which very well might not be the thing we asked for?

The practice of "asking for" in specifics is perhaps one of the reasons we feel
the answer to our prayer often is "No". Perhaps we should look again at some
frequent asked questions about prayer and at the same time re-think our own answers to the questions.

The primary reason for praying is not to "get"things, but to establish a line of 
communication within your being which is God-Spirit expressing itself as you. Cnee

ee ov.ine m e  o give—and—take understanding is established, we eliminate our 
fears$ which are a major deterrent to answered Prayer*.

+h0C: 1 aif L ° ne ?  Jesus' secrets of success was that when people were in His presence, ey lost their Tear, and answers came as easily as breathing. The Christ presence in 
you is there for the same purposei that Presence is saying to you, "I am here to heal
you, to prosper you, and to bless you with every needed thing. Do not be afraid, for 
1 am with you always."

To the question, "What is prayer?" we must answer, "Prayer is a two-way communica-
person that you are becomes consciously aware of a relationship with 

e nfinite which has always existed. But two-way communication means more than just 
talking to God, even within yourself. You do not hang up the phone after speaking to 
a friend. You listen to see what the friend has to say to you. Two-way communication 
also means z&m to take the time to listen to what the Presence of God within has to 
say to your^conscious thinking. Even when no answers seem to come in the time of 
silence, wait and listen r you are paving the way for answers to come at a yet unsuspected 
time. And come, they surely will.
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Throughout life we are constantly faced with the task of making 
decisions, of having to choose between the lesser and the greater good, 
=ft ISe'imŝ  that we are always getting ourselves to the point where we 
finally have to decide between two possible choices— saying yes or no, 
going left or right, up or down. We find that trying to live on the 
horns of a dilemma is very uncomfortable, so in order to achieve some 
peace of mind we finally opt for one alternative or the other.

When such a situation arises— one that presents some difficulty in 
making the right decision— we should remind ourselves that we have the 
power to choose what we feel is highest and best for us and, ultimately, 
for all persons concerned. This power comes from within us, from our 
Christ Self, and it always works to establish order, harmony, and a 
sense of fulfillment. There is no person or situation in the world that 
can force us to choose one way or the other unless we give that person 
or situation the power to do so.

Then we should also remind ourselves that through the unfailing 
guidance of our indwelling Christ we will always be led to the right 
choice# Once the conscious effort is made to seek God's guidance, we 
can be sure that the answer we seek is at hand. So even though we may 
be confronted with two or even more potential answers, the one we need 
is there, making itself known by the deeper feeling attached to it# We 
determine what the right choice is, then, by checking our feelings about 
the various possibilities that are presenting themselves. Even in cases 
in which the possible answers appear equally valid, by checking our 
feelings about them we will always find one to be "more right" for us 
than the other. This is the right choice, and we should follow through with it.

In reality we are always choosing what we experience in life. This 
may seem difficult to believe in view of certain experiences we undergo, 
yet the fact remains: we choose our experiences. For one reason or 
another, we have made the choice. And to whatever we choose— or ask for- 
God always says yes. "Ask, and it will be given you; seek, and you will 
find; knock, and it will be opened to you." These words that Jesus 
spoke are unconditional and true in all cases. Therefore whenever we 
hear ourselves say, "I don't know how I got into this one," we can now • 
understand that, consciously or unconsciously, we chose it. Of course, 
if we don't like what we have chosen, then through the same power by 
which we chose it, we can also choose to change it, to replace it with 
something better so that, also in the words of Jesus, "your joy may be full.” .

Yes,.friends, we have the power of choice in every area of our life. 
We also have within us the power to determine what the right choice is 
im any situation. Let's exercise this power of choice fully and freely 
by prayerfully considering our deepest feelings when confronted with the 
task of deciding among a number of possible choices. When we truly feel 
right about something, then generally that is the voice of God calling. Let's act on it promptly and wisely.
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You are a spiritual being with the built-in capacity for success. Your success is 
not in knowing the right persons, but in being the right person, in knowing yourself. 
The only one who can stand in your way is you. Jesus said, "Repent for the Kingdom 
of Heaven is at hand." "Repent" means to think differently. Jesus is saying in effect 
"You can't have your cake and eat it too". You can't have the feeling that success 
must be achieved by the "sweat of your brow", and have success without some strain on 
your part. You can't feel insufficient and get dynamic results too.

The idea of prosperity as a goal in religious seeking is a dramatic departure from 
the traditional concept that poverty is a virtue and it is a Christian duty to be poor. 
Jesus did not say, "It is a sin to be rich," Cn the contrary He implied very strongly 
that it is a sin to be poor. He indicated that if 7/ou are experiencing lack, you are 
not accepting yourself in the fulness of your own unique relationship to the availa
bility of substance and of mind action that works upon it. He said, "Ye shall know 
the Truth and the Truth shall make you free." When you understand these laws and work 
with them, you not only begin to draw prosperity and success to you,but you can't keep 
them away.
Failure is a thought, and success is a thought. When you rule your mind, you rule 

your world. All things good or bad begin with thought. Many people who think they 
are unlucky are just careless thinkers! they are holding the wrong kind of thoughts, 
and these thoughts are producing the wrong kind of experiences.

What is the difference between a patch of weeds and a beautifully cultivated garden? 
No difference, basically. Each was produced by the fact that seeds were scattered into 
the soil. Each brought forth the plant into manifestation. The one is cared for, the 
other is allowed to take its course. The difference is not in the garden, but in the 
gardener. And, concerning your life as compared to others, the difference is not in 
the world, but in you.

Success without strain means work without hurry, and it means the ability to relax 
and let go! To do this you must know that success comes through you and not to you. 
Within you is the unborn possibility of success and creative activity! Yours is the 
privilege of giving birth to it. You can live successfully without strain as you 
practice God's Presence and not His absence, as you establish yourself in the awareness 
of your spiritual unity, and as you remember each day that you are an expression of 
God.
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Every child is told that he has "growing pains" when he complains that his legs hurt. 
Don't you recall when someone told you those pains in your legs meant that you were 
growing, that you were getting bigger? And at that time, "to get bigger" was a major 
issue with you. One thing about those "growing pains" of childhood is that they are not 
of long duration. They are soon forgotten, and when someone said to you, "My, how you 
have grownI" you gave not one thought to the pain that accompanied your growth, but 
instead you swelled with pride for the very accomplishment of "getting bigger."

Why must we take the "growing pains" of adulthood so much more seriously? Why can’t 
we look at them for what they are —  steps toward growth and progress? With the right 
attitude, whatever happens in our lives can be a boost toward the goal that we want to 
reach. >

It is understandable, when we are facing some specific disappointment, or problem, to 
wonder why it’ had to happen to us. We often have difficulty in recognizing any good in 
it for us. But we must remember this always^»-The problem is not so important as is the 
way we handle it; that every obstacle gives us a boost. When we view people who are 
outstanding for some work or goal they have reached in life,it does not mean that they 
have made their accomplishments because life has dealt with them gently or easily. In 
fact, the contrary iŝ  usually the case. Those persons who have scaled great heights 
have usually o^^co^^ obstacles than those who go along in the ordinary or common order 
of living.
' Wherever you are right now, and wherever you are going to be in life, you must proceed 
under the law of growth. This is unavoidable and inexorable. It does not presuppose a 
round of hard experiences. It means only that you must grow. How you do your growing 
is your own business. Whether you grow painfully or gracefully is up to you.

Someone has said: "It takes a night sky to bring forth stars and a crushing to bring 
forth fragrance,"

Can you look on your affairs today in that light? If there is some burden, some 
problem that seems to be literally crushing the life out of you, you earhook on the 
crushing as merely a process that is bringing forth an even greater fragrance of life, 
a greater success, a greater happiness.

The darker the background of the night sky, the greater the brilliance and light of 
the stars. The more the flower is crushed, the sweeter and purer the fragrance it 
exudes. -
Y3o it is with lifei In the experiences that seem most devastating and cruel, the 

Christ light shines clearest and brightest. If we. turn our eyes to the light, faith 
and endurance will teach us the brevity of pain, the brightness of God's love, and the 
eventual goodness and justice of life,
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The search for happiness is one of the chief sources of unhappiness, simply because 
we are really searching for things that we think will make us happy. Nothing ever 
quite lives up to our expectations. Happiness is only found within. Joy is not a 
reaction of emotion, but a positive energy. There is a joy potential within every 
person all the time, an inborn possibility of perfect happiness. Ours is the 
responsibility of giving birth to it, even when we are pressured by problems, and 
especially then.

It is interesting that if we see someone with a smile on his face, we might ask him, 
"What are you so happy about?" We are all hung-up on the idea that certain things make 
us happy.',and other things make us sad, Seneca said, "A happy life is one which is in 
accord with its own nature.” The smile may not be because of some happy event. It 
could be even in spite of some difficulty. The smile simply indicates an integrity 
of consciousness.
This has been called Pollyanna-like thinking, but that is to misjudge the "glad 

girl". She knex<r that nothing can make you happy, but anything can provide you with the 
opportunity to be happy, if you want to be happy. She simply liked to be happy. 
Actually, the naive optimism and imagination of Pollyanna are important keys to success 
and abundant living in the world. The Pollyannas are the innovators, the explorers, 
the dreamers, the optimists who dream of exploring other solar systems and galaxies.

A woman made a great discovery of her own innate joy-potential which eventually 
became the key to her healing. She had been sick, discouraged, and defeated. She 
chanted some words! "Until you are happy, you will be neither healthy nor free,"
They angered her at first, but they kepjt running through her mind. She came across 
the words of Isaiah: "Be ye glad and rejoice for ever...for I create Jerusalem a 
rejoicing, and her people a joy." She realized that this was the promise of a joy 
potential within man. The keys "Act as if".., and you will be. As she began to act 
happy, she began to feel happy, and with this came strength and wholeness. Soon she 
was back on top of the world.

"All things respond to the call of rejoicing, all things gather where life is a 
song." Begin each day with the determination to be joyful even before you hear the 
weather report or read the stock market returns. When things do not please you, 
please yourself. Please yourself by stirring up more joy. Your joy-is causative 
energy that will truly work wonders.
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If you are disturbed about the world, is it that there is so much change or that you 
are failing to keep up withthe onward sweep of life? If you are meeting today's world 
with the same arguments that you had a generation ago, then part of what is wrong with 
the world may well be you. There is a higher quality in man than the courage of con
victions, It is the courage to examine one's convictions and change them when they are 
outmoded. One's convictions are comfortable and reassuring, and opposing views are often 
a threat to one's security. But if you establish yourself in the idea of the unity of 
all life, you can accept change without fear and even with enthusiasm.

Are you aware of the great changes going on in science, in education, and in tech
nological research, or have you insulated yourself by reading only those things that 
tell you what you like and want to hear? Is Truth a set of "stained-glass attitudes", 
or is it an ultimate consciousness toward which you are moving? Is it a passport to 
another world or a key to understanding this one?

When was the last time you had a serious talk with someone under 20, a person living 
in poverty, someone from the ghetto, a radical, a militant? "Let me never judge a man 
until I have walked three miles in his moccasins." If you can't follow this Indian rule 
you can't attempt to relate to people on the level of the divinity within them. The more 
creatures unlike yourself that you cariidentify with, the more fully you reveal your 
divinity. A parent who identifies only with his children is better than one who does 
not, but true parenthood means identifying with all children everywhere. When people 
begin to move in this direction, war will become as inconceivable as fathers slaying 
their own children.

What have you done personally and practically to help change what needs to be changed, 
and to help preserve what needs to be preserved? Are you disturbed about the cleanliness 
of our city? If so, when was the last time you picked up another's litter or swept the 
front sidewalk of your home? Are you convinced that spiritual values are vital to the 
community? Have you done what you can to help sustain them?

The best way to understand today's world is to pray for it, for "Prayer is the contem
plation of the facts of life from the highest point of view." Won't you join Unity in 
praying: "Divine Love reigns supreme in this city. There is freedom and protection,
jpstice and abundance for all. The calm, cool consciousness of the Christ prevails in 
every home and in every heart."
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Do you admire the popular person, the one who has a personality pleasing to both men 
and women? Popularity is an elusive quality that is very hard to define, yet it is some
thing everyone^ seeks. You may feel that being popular or well liked hinges on personal 
beauty or the sort of clothes you wear or the way your family lives, but nothing is farther 
from the truth.

If you take a quick mental survey of the most popular boys and girls you know, the most 
active women, the best liked men, you are apt to find they share a dozen and one qualities,• 
qualities that make them nice to be withI

Thoughtfulness attracts other people. If you think of others before yourself, you will 
have less time to worry about your own feelings and will be less self-conscious. Try 
remembering the likes and dislikes of others, and act accordingly.
The girl or boy, man or woman, who is well liked is usually the person who smiles 

easily and often, even when things aren't going exactly the way they should. When you 
meet someone for the first time, try smiling before you even say hello, or good morning.
You probably will find you have won yourself a new friend if you do.

Are you truly interested in other people? Do you really care about what they are 
doing and thinking and feeling? Being interested in someone else involves more then a 
token question such as "What's new?" It means listening to the answer and commenting 
intelligently upon it. If you make an effort to be interested in others, you will soon . 
discover that they are interested in you.

THE VOICE OF UNITY
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Most people who are popular are-tolerant of the beliefs and actions of others. Natur
ally, you shouldn't condone behaviour you feel is morally wrong, but you should refasain 
from becoming grouchy or bad-natured because someone's opinion doesn't agree with yours.

Conversely, though, to be well liked you should have the courage of your convictions, 
even if it means standing alone. Conforming with the group solely for popularity’s sake 
is never wise. You run the risk of becoming a mere carbon copy. In the long run it pays 
to think things out for yourself, and then to form you own conclusions.
Honesty is always the best policy, and it is the surest way to keep your old friends 

or to win new ones. Every time you tell a half-truth, you have to concoct another one 
to bolster up the first. Honesty is the basis of your own character} and if you make 
it a practice to be honest in all your actions, people will know they can trust you and 
count on you.
Hie last suggestion for ways to be well liked is probably the easiest one of all. 

Whether you call, it love or affection or liking, it involves expressing your liking 
for others in the way you act and in the things you say. If you admire others and tell 
them so, you will be holding out a warm hand of friendship——and making a new friend in 
return.
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We have all heard someone say of a certain memorable character, 
"There was only one like him. When they made him they threw away the 
mold." These words are always meant to convey the idea that our 
"unforgetable character" was truly unique, an individual who stood 
out among all the others. However, while these words adequately 
convey the idea that our friend' was unique, they also carry the 
implication that the rest of us are not. But the truth is that we 
are all unique; we are all "unforgetable characters" of whom it can be truthfully said, "There is only one you."

While we are all possessed of our uniqueness, it is also true 
that there are areas of sameness about us. We share a sameness in a 
spiritual sense in that we are all divine in nature. In a human 
sense our sameness manifests in that we all experience the same types 
of feelings and are capable of doing the same things. That is, we all 
have hopes and fears and we all can— with'varying degrees of success- 
cook a meal or hammer a nail. Paradoxically, it is through this area 
of human sameness that much of our uniqueness’evidences itself, for 
while we are capable of doing the same things, we do them with varying 
degrees of proficiency. Thus the person who has a knack for cooking 
expresses his uniqueness by becoming a culinary expert, while the one 
who adroitly handles a hammer expresses his by becoming a professional carpenter.

The particular field of endeavor in which we can excel is our 
"special gift," and its development brings us the sense of joy and 
fulfillment we all desire. Finding out what that field is and then 
developing it to the fullest is all important. We can determine what 
our "special gift" is by searching what Emmet Fox calls "Our Heart's 
Desire," "Our Heart's Desire" is that one thing that has been calling 
to us from within and seeking expression throughout our whole lifetime. 
It is often that one thing that we have always wanted to be or do, but 
never dared to be or do because of what "others might say." Nevertheless 
once this call is answered our life will begin to take on a meaning that 
it never had before,.and our uniqueness will then shine forth to the 
point where others will also say of us, "There is only one John,or 
Bill or Mary? when they made him (her) they threw away the mold!"

Friends, there is only one you, and you have a unique contribution 
to make to the world.. You are needed, loved, admired, and wanted. In 
this drama of life,, God, the Great Master of Ceremonies, has already 
introduced "the one and only you;" and now it's time to perform as never 
before; time to be that wonderful person you were created to be, and 
time to express the true greatness that is uniquely yours to express.

FRANK GIUDICI Wednesday, August 30, 19?2
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Are you doing the kind of work you want to do? I mean the work that you really want 
to do as your life work? Perhaps you don't know how to go about getting the job you 
want, or getting into the kind of work that you feel deep inside you really want to do.
There is a way for you to find the work you want to do.
Finding our real self —  that is the key to success. Finding our real self is what we

all want. To be successful in life in the larger sense is not primarily a matter•.of
seeking after things outside of us, but seeking out first the real self within us. Once 
we find this real self —  the larger self —  then we also find that success and happiness 
follow naturally.
A man finds himself by finding what God created him to do. As Emerson said, "Nature

arms each man with some faculty which enables him to do easily some feat impossible to
any other, and thus makes him necessary to society."

One of the stef>s 'in finding yourself is to "lose" yourself, to find something larger 
and more important than your personal self-interest with which you can identify yourself 
and through which you can express yourself. "He that findeth his life shall lose it; and 
he that loseth his life for my sake shall find it."
■ We cannot find our larger self as long as we cling to the little, petty, personal 

self. As long as we are interested solely in our own personal welfare, our thoughts 
are centered on the smaller self. When we broaden our horizons by broadening our interests, 
we lose the little, limited, earth-bound self —  but we find our true self.
Who are the happiest people you know? Aren't they those who have identified their 

interest with something more important than themselves, more important than their own 
personal, selfish needs and esires?
Who are the most successful people you know? Aren't they those who have found a work 

that is more important to them than their own personal self? Aren't they those who have 
found a work in which they can lose themselves?
Remember, you don't have to go out into the world looking here and there to find 

yourself. You need only to look within. You may find that the job you are doing is the 
job in which you can serve best —  in which you can find yourself once you get the proper 
perspective.
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Sometimes a person will say, "I don't know how to pray!" But more than likely that 
same'person will readily admit that he worries a great deal. And if he knows how to 
worry, he knows how to pray. He may not believe this, but it is true. Worry is based 
on the belief that some undesirable condition already exists. In its milder forms, worry 
is a belief in the possibility of some undesirable happening. Thus, the first requisite 
is expectation and belief.

Next, the worrier pictures in his mind the undesirable condition that he is worrying 
about. These mental pictures are vivid and real to him. Appropriate emotions are 
aroused, jiist as they would be if the expected condition actually existed. The worrier 
acts for all the world as if the thing he is worrying about had already become a reality.

We can recognize-all these as essential factors in prayer. In fact, worry is a prayer. 
But it is a prayer to a false god for things we do not want. The techniques for worry 
and for successful prayer are the same. The differences are in the goal and the direction.

Many persons worry about developing faith when they pray? yet it is not difficult for 
them to develop fea^ when they worry. Both fear and faith are emotions. Both automati
cally follow approbate mental pictures. One can learn to develop the emotion of faith 
in the same way that the worrier develops the emotion of fear. The worrier pictures to 
himself some undesirable situation. He does not think about it vaguely, but pictures it 
vividly to himself. He plays with this picture, repeating it over and over in his mind. 
After this vizualization, he finds himself feeling uncomfortable. These negative images 
and feelings engender and strengthen the conviction that "the worst will happen,” and 
then, it'Usually does.
Now let him begin to picture a desirable end result. Let him "see" it in detail. Let 

him imagine just what he would do in such a situation. If his mental pictures are vivid 
and strong, soon he will begin to feel stimulated, elated, excited, and happy. With 
these positive images and feelings will come the conviction that the desirable result is 
going to be accomplished — —  that "it can be done." This is faith.

Emotion follows mental images. When a mental image and the appropriate emotion are 
repeated often enough, there comes the conviction that the image and the feeling are 
true} that what they represent is to be demonstrated. If the image and the ©motion are 
failure, we have a feeling that we are going to fail. If they are of success^ we have a 
feeling that we are going to succeed. One is the prayer of fear or doubt; the other is 
the prayer of faith.
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Have you. had that stuffy, heavy feeling that follows the consumption of too much food? 
If you have, you know the handicap it puts on your brain processes. Have you ever tried 
to concentrate after having eaten rashly of a too- heavy meal?

Many years ago the more food we could stuff away and still "navigate", the healthier 
we were supposed to be. It’s no wonder that about all that was expected of us in the 
old days was the three R's. We couldn't have mastered much more. We couldn't have 
begun to keep awake over the curriculum 1-ri.th which the young student of these modem days 
is faced!
Those also were the days of winter flannels and long skirts, not to mention queer 

_ contraptions called bustles, and so on. Those were the days, too, when it was considered 
an evidence of prosperity to have large girth, and a florid face was looked upon as an 
indication of health! Those were the days when we carried weight.

In some ways we have learned to do things better now. We don't carry so much weight, 
either in flesh or in wearing apparel as we did then. But in some other ways we have not 
learned much.
Have you ever found yourself possessed by so many things that you felt the burden of 

them? Have you ever had to move from a large house into a small city apartment? Have 
you ever attempted to find trunks and boxes and bags enough: to contain the stuff that 
had accumulated in the old attic? Have you ever been appalled at the number of truck 
loads that your goods made when they were at last ready to be moved? Has it occurred to 
you that you were "carrying weight"?
It is so easy to see that if we Wjpar toQ._much flesh or too much clothing we find it 

hard to run. But it is not always/ooviouS, to us that if we have too much anger, or 
greed, or even too much "hurry", we can't travel our fastest, our happiest or best o’
Just a little observation will show us that of the two handicaps, too much physical 
weight or too much spiritual weight, the latter is by far the greater.
We may say that we find it impossible to control our dislikes, our irritabilities, or 

even our hatreds. But is it impossible? We are very likely to., control them, aren't- 
we, if the other fellow is bigger than we are? Or if we are in church, or on a public 
platform? Or anywhere where we are exposed to observation? Anywhere where we are ex
posed to the opinions of others?
You can accomplish your purpose, you can do it well, you can amaze yourself with how 

well you accomplish it, if you will "travel light".
Here is the formula that I suggest you try. Before you begin trying to do something* 

anything, just deliberately sit down in your chair and lop off your preoccupation with 
yourself. Get rid of the axes you have to grind. Axes are excessively heavy things.
The axe you have out for somebody else is one of the heaviest! Get rid of things that 
flatter your vanity. Set aside the mirrors in which you look at yourself; mirrors are 
excessively heavy things. Get rid of the defensive weapons you often see around. Get 
rid of the armor of reserve and resentment and antagonism. Armor is wickedly heavy 
stuff! Strip yourself of whatever it is that burdens you. like an Indian runner of the 
olden days, who starts across the country on a long run, strip down. Speaking of 
modesty, someone has said that "Anything about yourself is too much". As you strip off 
your burdens, sayi "Anything of myself is too much"! . .

Talent stripped of self becomes genius! Courage stripped of self becomes heroism. 
Ability stripped of self becomes greatness. Humanity stripped of self becomes divinity!
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There is much confusion about the terms "success" and ffailure". One normally 
thinks of "success" as "getting there" without considering whether it has been at 
the expense or the expanse of the person’s inner self. How often we find one who is 
apparently successful and still unhappy. Success is never a guarantee of happiness. 
Like Esau, to succeed simply at the expense of our inner self, we sell our birthright 
for a "mess of pottage". Success deals with the discovery of the true self and 
investing that self in the creative endeavors of life. •

Failure, on the other hand, is the frustration of the divine potentiality within 
every person. It does not necessarily deal with position or earnings or any of the 
other so-called indicators. It simply means the failure to discover and use one's 
God-given abilities to their fullest.

No matter what the world says or infers about you, you are God’s great possibility. 
You may be discouraged at the reluctance of the world to open doors for you, but you 
are God's living enterprise and God cannot fail. You are surrounded by a Divine 
Presence which wishes you good, and only good, because you are an expression of Its 
life. You have a good thing going for you, if you "turn on the green lights".

We have accepted many red lights— limited beliefs that slow us to a halt or cause us 
to accept the belief in mediocrity or perpetual failure. For instance, the erroneous 
belief that "opportunity knocks only once". Opportunity is always where you are.
There is no failure but giving up. The continued experiences are your growth process. 
George Bernard Shaw said "I dread success. I like a state of continual becoming, with 
a goal in front and not behind."

Turn on the green lights. Believe that it is Impossible • fOr you; to. fail'.. "Don't 
let the world around you squeeze you into your own mold, but let God remold your mind 
from within." The failure syndrome may be oppressive around you, but if you keep the 
green lights turned on, you have something going for you from within.

Ask yourself whether you want spiritual success or financial success. If the latter 
is your goal, you will fail yourself whether you reach the goal or not.. The only real 
success is fulfilling your highest ideals and realizing your inherent potentialities. 
The only real failure is giving up short of that achievement, or settling for anything 
less.
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People, in greeting one another, often ask the question: "What's* 
new?" And the answer often is that nothing is new. In one sense this 
answer is correct: nothing is really new. As the writer of Ecclesiastes 
tells us: "What has been is what will be, and what has been done is 
what will be done; and there is nothing new under the sun. Is there a 
thing of which it is said, 'See, this is new’? It has been already, in 
the ages before us." Yet, friends, in another sense there is always 
something new— a new job, a new house, a new idea, or a new way of 
doing the same old thing.It is when something loses its novelty that we tend to tire of it 
and become bored with it. This is a common experience we all share.
"I'm tired of this old dress or suit.” “That TV program isn't fun to 
watch any more.” Sometimes people even say, ”I*m bored with my whole 
way of living.” Now in order to help ourselves get out of this negative 
frame of mind, the next time we are confronted with the same old ”what
ever-! t-mlght-be” we might ask ourselves the question, ”So what else is 
new?” And then we just might decide to make a change and bring on a 
new ”whatever-it-might-be.”The area of personal relationships is probably the most important 
area of life, for if we relate well to others we generally feel good 
about life and cur part in it. Therefore if we find ourselves reacting 
negatively to certain people or situations, and we are tired of this 
type of reaction, the next time we react we might say to ourselves,
"I*ve been reacting like this for some time now. So what else is new?” 
And then we just might find ourselves actually doing something new, such 
as reacting In a more positive manner.

Jesus was probably asking this same question by implication when 
he spoke of the necessity of loving our enemies. "For If you love those 
who love you, well, what else is new? Try loving your enemies as well!" 
And this means loving not only our external enemies, certain people and 
situations, but also our internal enemies, those lesser thoughts and 
feelings of our "own householdour own consciousness, which are our 
true enemies.

No matter what it is we have tired of, we can always find something 
new and better to replace it. If we are tired of the same old suit or 
dress, then we can get a new one, remembering that God is the source of 
our supply. If we are tired of reacting to the opinions of others by 
arguing and. trying to defend our own position, then we can stop doing 
so and we can begin blessing them and their opinions, whether we agree 
with them or not. And If we are tired of the same old way of life that 
is no longer fulfilling to us, then through the renewing, restoring 
power of the Christ within us we can begin anew and once again experience 
the exhilaration of a meaningful and productive existence.

So what else Is new? Plenty, and it's all waiting for you to 
claim it.
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Do you ever feel burdened or weighed down by worry about the affairs of your life?
If you do, that feeling reveals that you are putting too much trust in your personal
efforts and not enough trust in God. No matter what the situation, it is not greater
than God. Do you believe this? Surely you believe that God is greater than anything 
else in the universe. Remember this: no matter what the appearance, it is not beyond
God's power to help you- - to heal any undesirable situation.
Whenever you find yourself possessed with worry or fear, silently say to yourself:

"Relax. Underneath are the everlasting arms." Some years ago a story was published about
an aviator who seemed to have some miraculous escapes from injury or death, and it was 
revealed that his philosophy was that God had His arms around his shoulders. This man 
not only affirmed that God had His arms around him, but he actually believed it.

No matter how low you feel you may have fallen, God is forever with you. Try to 
relax your anxieties. You may not' know now the answer to your problem. You may not 
see that there is a way out of your difficulties. But with God all things are possible, 
and your case is no exception.
God's will is always good will. It is God's will that you be happy, healthy and pros

perous. If you feel that you have cause for worry and mental strain, why not relax 
your human will and let God's will take over your affairs and help you put them in order?
Many persons become tense because they try to make the world their personal responsibil

ity, instead of letting God's will be done in it. This often means they are measuring 
everything in everybody by the standard of their own personal notions. 3y doing this, 
they often interfere with the coming of some good things into their lives.

In recent years medical science has been calling , our attention to the fact that many 
ailments are caused by negative attitudes such as worry, fear, and anger. These atti
tudes are destructive because they are not in harmony with God's constructive will.

God's will is that every man should have a relaxed, healthy body. You can't relax 
your body by physical means alone. You must relax your mind, then the physical body can 
relax. But you can't relax your mind when you are angry, :afraid, unforgiving, or worried. 
Going to sleep with thoughts and feelings that are contrary to God's loving will for you 
is detrimental to your body. This state of mind brought into your sleep closes the door 
on God's restorative processes. -
There may be something disconcerting in a situation that at first makes it seem to be 

entirely bad. But when approached in a fearless, joyous manner, it will lead to some
thing better. When we meet the world relaxed, and with the spirit of joy, we need have 
no fear, for if one door is shut, another door will open, revealing new and better things.

If we have a spirit of sadness or discouragement we shall not be able to recognize . 
the new door when it opens. But when we relax, realizing that we are living in a good 
world, we shall be able to discover good in every experience. Therefore let's relax 
and let gol Let go of worry, hurt,unhappiness. Determine that you are going to express 
the joy that is within you. Be faithful to this affirmation: "I relax from all stress 
and strain. Underneath are the everlasting arms."
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Have you ever made the remark, "If only I had known a few years ago what I know now, 
how different my life might have been?" All of us have years behind us that we believe 
were wasted or lost. We can start out in the world and feel that we wasted our High 
school and College years. We can find ourselves at a point of maturity and feel that 
we wasted the growing years. This feeling of failure does not belong to any particular 
part of life. * Every one of us, at sometime or another, has felt that he has not succeeded.

Our past has been a process of unfoldment. We unfold physically and mentally from 
children to adults. We unfold in spiritual consciousness. We have to get to know God 
and rise above limitations. Whoever you are, you can restore the past. You can see 
all of your past life in its proper light. Do not try to run away from past experi
ences. Just try to put them into the right place. They were experiences that you came 
through and grew through. Put away anxiety and condemnation of yourself just as a child 
grown to manhood puts away his toys.
It does not matter what the past has been or what you believe about it or what you 

think about it, for today it is being restored as a part of God unfolding in and through 
you. Nothing that occurred in the past can possibly separate you from God. It is 
never too late to be forgiven; it is never too late to be healed; it is never too late 
to be prospered; it is never too late to pray; it is never too late to receive your 
good; it is never too late to grow.
While you have been unfolding andagrowing through experiences, God has been unfolding 

in you, loving you, guiding you. And/He is in you in the present, so He was in you in 
the past. He was with you when you were having the experiences you now feel-are 
wasted; He was there, bringing you good. He was there, helping you grow. How could 
the past have been wasted?

So release yourself of any bondage you have to the past, to what might have been or 
should have been, by knowing that through the power of God within you, you can succeed, 
you can find fulfillment and happiness now.
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Did you know that all the miracles of the world are accomplished in the silences the 
shining of the sun, the blossoming of the flowers, the coming of love, forgivemess in a 
heart, awareness of God?

It is one of the great gifts of life, knowing how to be beautifully silent. How enduring 
is the silence of good listeners? the silence of two people who love each other, who sit 
silently together while understanding of each other wells up in quietness. But most 
wonderful of all is that silence found in the secret place of the Most High where revela
tion comes without words, where the voice from the heart speaks in a way that leaves an 
impression imperishable and clear.

What a blessing and privilege it is to be able to turn to the presence of the Christ 
Spirit within when we need quietness and stillness I What a joy to be_ able to turn from 
distraction and confusion in the world about us and find the Spirit of quietness within.

In pure meditation it would seem that one must cease thinking and maintain only the 
listening mind. The body must be relaxed. The deep communion with the power within can 
come only when the body is at ease and the mind emptied of clutter. Feel no press of time. 
Slip into stillness where "Che day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand 
years as one day." Rest in it. Sooner or later there will well up in your conscious . 
mind, and all through your being, a great feeling of peace, renewal and healing.

Whatever perplexes you, whatever troubles you, the first step out of your difficulties 
is silence. First silence your fearful, doubting thoughts. If you have been repeatedly 
discussing your problem with other persons, cease talking about it. If you have been 
privately brooding, worrying, and contemplating the matter fearfully, stop doing that.
Get still and declare your oneness with love, with justice, with all that is good, with 
all that you desire to manifest in your life. Declare it first silently, only in your 
thoughts, and then declare it openly. Don't be afraid to speak words of affirmation for 
the thing that you want. At first they may sound strange to your ears, but that is because 
you are unfamiliar with such procedure. Whatever it is that you want, give thanks for it, 
If you want love, if you want health, if you want prosperity, give thanks for these 
qualities. Give thanks that these qualities are yours, ready and waiting to come into 
expression in your life and affairs. An excellent affirmation and one that has been used 
countless times is thisi

- I give thanks for the abundance in my life.
I give thanks for the love in my life.
I give thanks for perfect health.
I give thanks for the harmony in my life.

One may go on and on, revising such an affirmation to fit any need. Whatever you may 
need, try this. You will be surprised at the peace and quiet that will be yours after 
concentrating for a while on such a prayer.

Remember the so-called miracles of the world are accomplhished in silence.
THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presenmtation ofs 
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Are you discouraged because your healing has not taken place instantly? 
If so, begin now to fix all your attention on God as life and help within 
you. Know that He is always* with you. Consciously banish every tense 
or anxious thought about your health, and think of every cell in your 
body as filled with His pure life. Accept the truth that there is no 
condition that is beyond God's power to heal, that the secret of life 
itself is hidden in the cells of your body, and that His power is present 
even where there seems to be disease.
If you are in need of healing, stop thinking about your need and think 

instead of the powerful life of God in the midst of every cell in your 
body. Thir&of His life-giving presence. Affirm your oneness with Him, 
and your entire body will feel an uplift, will sense a newness of life, 
peace and power. Acknowledge that God, who created your body is the life 
and health and strength of it now.. Stir this healing power into action 
by directing your thoughts, your interest and your attention to it. As 
you constantly and persistently think of this life-giving Spirit that is 
within you, that is present in every cell of your body, life is increased 
, and healing takes place quickly. As you start knowing and feeling that 
your body is alive and aglow with the radiant life of Spirit, it will 
respond with increased vitality and harmonious activity. You will be 
renewed and healed.
Right where you are, in the midst of whatever you may be doing, give 

your body into safekeeping of God. Rest in the serene confidence that 
you are being healed. Let go of all feeling of tension. Feel abundant life flowing through you freely and completely. Affirm often:

Let Thy will of life be done in me.Let Thy abundant life be expressed through me.
Let the divine purpose of my life be fulfilled in me now.

Feel the joy of His presence pulsing through your whole being; feel 
yourself being healed wholly, completely.

Remember the healings of Jesus. You can triumph over every harrowing 
experience. Health is within your reach. And that health is now being 
made manifest through the power and the activity of the living Christ 
within you!
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"It pays to be honest." "Honesty is the best policy." Who among 
us has not heard these statements before? However, while the necessity 
for honesty is obvious to all, the depth of honesty that is required 
may not be so obvious. Most of us are familiar with surface honesty 
that keeps us from lying, cheating, stealing, etc.5 but beyond this 
there is a more important brand of honesty--an inner or self-honesty 
that calls upon us to be honest with our true feelings. This type of 
honesty asks that we express what we feel, and not try to evade it by 
some form of mental gymnastics such as arguing or rationalizing. It is 
a demanding quality, and not always an easy one to put into practice.
Eut it can be practiced, even in the most trying situations.

There are several steps we can take toward becoming more self- honest. They are as follows:
1. * First, we can become willing to see the need for greater self-

honesty. We can begin to see that there Is often a difference 
between what we think and what we feel. For example, I may be 
telling you that everything is just fine at the office* when down 
deep I may be feeling disturbed because things are really rot "just 
fine" at the office. This difference between thinking and feeling 
is thecause of much inner conflictand self-deception.

2. Admit our true feelings first of all to God. He knows them already 
and He also understands why we feel the way we do.

3. Admitsthem to ourself, no matter what they may be. This step 
usually calls for self-forgiveness, so be prepared to love yourself. 
Admit them to someone you trust. As we seek the guidance of Divine 
Wisdom-within us, we will be led to just the right person. With 
this step it is important to remember that we should express our 
true feeljg^s to another only if we feel right and good about it.

5. Learn to/pi^yer a practice ini self-honesty. Let the very act of 
self-honesty be a prayer in itself, and one that will bring rich 
rewards in the way of peace of mind and tranquility of soul.
Of course, the rewards of self-honesty are many. It also removes 

the mental blocks that are the cause of physical discomfort such as 
headaches and. stomach ailments. It makes us feel clean, like a breath 
of fresh air, because we have "gotten something off of our chest." It 
helps to bring us Into greater attunement within ourself, thinking and 
feeling faculties united, thereby dispelling fear, doubt, and anxiety0 
Finally, it enables us to exercise greater conscious choice of expression 
In other words,, we are no longer forced to act or react a certain way 
because of feelings buried in the subconscious mind that we do not quite 
understand. Rather, we can now move more freely along our own particular 
path of spiritual unfoldment, consciously choosing the way we want to respond to the challenges and demands of life.
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Do your moods become you? They should. Moods are an expensive com

modity. The price we may pay for negative moods can be prohibitive.
The return we receive from positive moods offers a yield far beyond 
our expectations.
Moods are particular states of mind brought about by the emotions. Everyone has moods; for most of us they are shifting or transitory periods. 

We generally think of moods as negative expressions. But they can be pos
itive assets when we accept the responsibility of disciplining them and of 
controlling our emotional nature by working toward the establishment of a 
state of mind in which our moods are consistently positive. And they will 
be consistently positive when we develop our spiritual nature through 
prayer.
Now this may be easier said than done. We say we can develop our 

spiritual nature through prayer. But do you know that in order to pray 
successfully we must be in the mood for prayer? Often when we think 
prayer has failed us, or that we failed to receive an answer to our pray
ers, it is because we did not actually enter into the mood of prayer. It 
is necessary to get into the mood of prayer just as the musician must get into the mood of his art when he plays or sings well.

The mood of prayer may be difficult to establish at times because; we 
are in some conflicting or opposite mood. The inharmonious state of mind 
is not the mood of prayer. Hate and fear is not the mood of prayer. When 
you want to enter into the mood of prayer, retire from those wordly 
thoughts; think and speak words that support that which is positive, 
uplifting, and constructive.

When we learn to live in a way that affirms our positive words, then 
we will no longer be fearful of falling into moods that we do not under
stand, or having to contend with such moods in other persons• We shall 
be given the courage to rise above these states of mind. When we need 
to replace them, we shall be given the wisdom to replace them with 
cheerful, happy moods.
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Do you like to feel important? Most of us do. But often there are 

persons who defeat their desire to feel important fay taking an inferior attitude towara thftir job or their place in life. How you regard your 
job, whatever it is, affects your happiness to a great extent. No person can be happy without a feeling of personal worth.
The story is told of a great business genius who began his business 

career as a sweeper in a small factory. He disliked the job, but it 
Y5S file cmly one he could get. He complained bitterly about it. Finally, an old friend said to him, "Let me tell you something. If it weren't 
tor you and your job, the whole factory would be out of business in six 
rnontns. Your employer wouldn't give you five cents an hour if he didn't puinlc your job was important to tho wolfaro of his business* You1 re 
important enough to rate a regular salary# Why donlt you make it even more important than it is?11
IJie young man thought about this. He began to think of ways to do his 

work more efficiently. If he had to be a sweeper, why couldn’t he be the best sweeper?
. This may sound like a silly notion, but it wasn’t. Because after he 
had tried to do his job better, and his mind had begun to concentrate on 
it, he did find a way to make his job - -and himself - - more important.
Before long, he had several barrels filled with screws that could be used: also good nails and scrap metal. He found out just how much these things 
were worth. He took the inventory to his boss. "If you’ll give me some 
kind of steel magnet to sweep with instead of a broom", he said, "I can 
save you about $500 per year. Thoroughly astonished, the employer gave 
him what he asked for, plus a raise in salary. He also marked the sweefeer 
down privately as someone to watch. The boy had a bright future.

It wasn't long until the youngtnan became foreman of a new department, the salvage department. Within three years, at 24, he was a junior 
executive. Not long after that he became the head of the company.
No matter what your job may be, it isin essence r^w material for you 

to work with -- to make of it what you will. There has never been a job 
so menial, so obscure, so unimportant but what it could be transformed 
into a stepping stone to the highest kind of success and happiness.
THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of:
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Did you ever have anyone say to you: "Why don't you wake up?" Now, 

that person probably didn*t mean for you to wake from the sleep and rest 
that is or normally should be yours. He meant for you to become more 
alert, more aware, more conscious or persons, things, situations, or possibly your divine origin.
"Wake up and see the world and all things in it as God meant you to see 

them." A Jekasen times a day you could say this to persons who are gloomy 
or complaining about health or personal affairs. The sun is shining in a 
cloudless sky, flowers are blooming, birds are singing, and refreshing 
breezes are blowing. Yet these persons are looking inward witfi such a 
concentration on bodily miseries that they see nothing of the lovely 
God-given things that could make them radiantly happy.
Wake up and open the door of vision to your blessings. Don* t make 

troubles the most important thing in your life. It takes as much energy 
to exercise a fear and worry complex as it does to stimulate a faith-filled 
and joyous state of mind. In fact, to be happy takes much less energy 
than to be miserable. No doubt you have heard it said many times that it 
takes many more muscles to frown than to smile.
Remembdr this: worry never solved a problem or paid a bill. It just 

pyramids an anxiety into an unwieldy affair. Try taking your trouble out into the sunshine. There issomething magical about the sunshine, and the 
first thing you know, your worries will have vanished like the dew.
Wake up and find out how foolish you actually are to act as a failure 

when you possess the birthright you do. You may not think it foolish now. 
You may think your problem is the worst, and the hardest to solve, or to 
bear. But try this: try believing that you can*t fail, and see what 
happens! Almost immediately hope and courage and strength will grow 
tremendously. Whatever mistakes you made yesterday will shrink into 
insignificance. You won't be afraid of tomorrow.
Who can know this one small thing that will awaken us to the importance 

of our future? Everything must have a beginning. A great naturalist may 
have started with a spark of interest in a bird, a bug, or a flower. A 
cotton boll once turned a boy into a great inventor. A flash of lightning, a rough ball of rubber — a million things in nature have led men on and 
on to achievement. Triumphs may yet be yours if you will but believe 
they can be. God has given you the dream and all things to work with.
The privilege of attainment is yours!
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*Child psychologists agree that one of the most important things in a child's life is the feeling of security. We grown-ups like to feel 

secure also. We all desire security and want to be free from fear and anxiety. We want to feel assured of our future -happiness. We want to 
have such a vision of what is to come to us that, although we may not 
know the details of our good, we sh&ll at least know that all will be well.
The desire for security is a natural one. Everyone of us by nature tends 
to look for, to long for, to crave security. Wdrry and anxiety are destruc
tive to anyone. Anxiety is responsible for many physical and mental ail
ments. Many human difficulties can be traced directly to this feeling of 
insecurity, for it makes people fear the future, fear every circumstance, 
and be in a continual state of apprehension.
Because it is natural to seek security, we find everyone struggling for 
it in some way. Some seek security by trying to get valuable property; 
others try to amass a large bank account. In this way they try to assure 
themselves of financial security.
Experiences of the last few years have caused material security to appear 
extremely doubtful. It can be sad, but the prospect of security in any
thing material will always be questionable, for all things> material will 
change. The tangible things in which we place our confidence will all 
prove more or less doubtful in value at some time or other.
With the many problems existent in the world today, it is difficult not 
to give way occasionally to an anxious or fearful feeling about the future. 
It is human to want security and to be concerned about it, and we could 
all have security if we would make an honest effort to gain it. It is possible to attain a security that will give us complete confidence in the 
future regardless of circumstances in the world -- regardless of changes 
in values, present inflation, or possible future depression. Such secur
ity can be gained by understanding the true nature of our Creator and by 
learning that God is the foundation underlying every desired good.
We may think of many material things we need. But whatever they are, we 
need an understanding awareness of God even more. We need such a reliance 
on God that we can release our burdens to Him and end our state of anxiety. 
We need God to give us ideas of what to do, whom to see, and how to adjust 
our affairs. When we say God will help us, we do not mean that in some 
miraculous way God will drop a million dollars into our lap. God works 
in the minds and hearts of men to enlighten them so that they will see a 
way through the dark maze of the world*s problems• God works to give man 
wisdom and guidance and courage to face the issues oflife squarely.,God 
acts to take away our fear, our uncertainty, and our indecision so that we 
are left free to think and act in a sane manner. God is our salvation 
from every difficulty. If we actually believe this, then let us act on 
our belief and prove it more and more each day. Through our honest effort 
and faith, security can be attained.
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The renowned philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche, once wrote: "Nothing 
on earth consumes a man more quickly than the passion of resentment."
The book "Alcoholics Anonymous," which has been of tremendous help to 
many persons suffering with a drinking problem, states: "Resentment is 
the ‘number one* offender. It destroys more alcoholics than anything 
else." Truer words were written! While negative emotions such as fear, 
guilt, worry,, and anxiety are damaging to us, they are almost as nothing compared to resentment.

To resent means to "re-feel" displeasure toward someone or something. 
As we hold on to a resentment, we are feeling a destructive, negative 
thought over and over, and it thereby becomes more deeply imbedded in 
our consciousness. Since "thoughts are things," we soon find that this resentment begins to eat away at us like a cancer— literally!

Then, too, the resentment projects Itself as thought force into the 
world,,and through the law of attraction soon finds its way into the 
heart of another who is holding a similar resentment. In this way it 
contributes to the hurt that that person is already feeling because of 
his own resentment. In other words, it adds fuel to the fire that already exists.

No matter how justified we may feel in holding a resentment, no 
good can come from it. Whenever we say-"I've got a right to feel this 
way. Just look at what they did to me!" we are only hurting ourselves 
and contributing to the hurt of others who are also feeling resentful. 
Obviously, then,, all resentment— justified or not— must be eliminated from our consciousness.

The one sure cure for resentment is love and forgiveness. While 
we may feel that we can never forgive another for something he has done 
to us, the truth is that we can if we but try. With God all things are 
possible, and this includes loving the unlovable.

Therefore the next time we find the desire to "get even" welling 
up within us, or the urge to say of another "It serves him right," let*s 
realise that even though we may feel we have a "right" to feel the way 
we do, we are accomplishing nothing constructive and only hurting 
ourselves for certain by allowing ourselves to hold such a negative 
emotion. At that moment let’s turn to the Christ power within us for 
all the strength, courage, and faith that we need to overcome our 
resentment* As we turn to God we will find that we are freely and openly 
able to express the love and forgiveness that will heal us of our 
resentment and that will contribute to the healing of our offender.
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What do you want more than anything in the world? Is it help, harmony, 

or supply? Does it concern a certain person, a certain place, situation, 
condition, or thing? Whatever your desire may be, its very existence 
within your innermost being is the promise of its fulfillment of something even greater and more wonderful.

You may argue that this is not so, that many of your fondest dreams or 
desires never have been realized and never will be. But if we are honest 
with ourselves, we shall find the reason for the answer to this unhappy 
claim.
As an example, a woman once revealed her unfilled desire to marry and 

rear a family. And looking back over the years that had passed she 
suddenly awakened to the truth that her opportunities to wed had slipped 
by because companionship then had not been her foremost desire. Her wishes 
for a business career, independence, and success had exceeded her desire 
for marriage.
If our desires have not been fulfilled, after weeks or months of earnest 

prayer, it it time for us to become thoughtful and to turn from wish
ful thinking to heart and soul consideration of what we truly seek.
Is our desire true to our ideals? Is it consistent with our highest 

hopes, and does it conform with our innermost self? Are we honest about 
our desires? Do we sincerely wish to be or do something because our 
innermost being tells us it is right, or do we want it only for appearance's 
sake? Can our desire meet the test of being just? Will it affect those 
about us in a feeififibial. Way? Or is it selfish? Is our desire pure, undefiled byAgreed and envy? Is it sure to bring beauty, love, and happi
ness into the world?

With our every desire we shall hear the quiet voice within asking, a>
"What do you seek?" As we learn to probe deeper into the longings of our 
innermost being, we shall find that our true desires are of Spirit and 
for the things of God.

Sometimes we have a whim or a passing fancy that we interpret as a true 
desire. But if we look deep within ourselves, appraise ourselves and our 
desires honestly, we shall know which of our desires are valid and worthy 
of fulfillment. If we desire something simply for appearance's sake, 
likely it is not a true desire. Our true desire must be true to our ideals, 
consistent with our highest hopes, and conform with our innermost self. If 
it is a worthy desire, it is worthy of fulfillment and possible of 
fulfillment.
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